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Abstract 
 
We have seen from past events that every of the first three Industrial Revolutions was 

highly disruptive and got triggered by either evolutionary or revolutionary inventions. Yet 

today, more than 200 years after the First Industrial Revolution we are at the edge of the 

Fourth One, called Industry 4.0. And we can be sure that this one will change our working 

lives again. A central role within Industry 4.0 will be played by Smart Factories, highly 

automated, connected, flexible and adjustable, but still capable of mass production, 

manufacturing enterprises. But those highly automated factories will not need many 

human workers for operations anymore. And some experts and researchers even suggest 

that Smart Factories will not need any human worker at all. But these opposing opinions 

truly have different implications how we have to design, implement, organize and manage 

Smart Factories.  

 

By using a questionnaire and contacting experts in the fields of Industry 4.0/ Smart 

Factories, production/ manufacturing in general, Digitalization and Enterprise Risk 

Management via the professional networks LinkedIn and Xing, we will see that no matter 

how far automation will be implemented in manufacturing enterprises, we will always need 

human workers within manufacturing processes. However, there will only be a small group 

of employees with high IT-knowledge left who runs the factories. Furthermore, new job 

categories will evolve, hierarchies will get flatter and new core competencies will arise, 

supply chain & production network management will become increasingly important and 

ERM must become dynamic and highly flexible and adaptive to the new working 

environment of Smart Factories. However, the question who should be responsible for the 

digitalization process of manufacturing facilities itself and the ERM execution remains 

unclear and needs further research. Last but not least, the social impact of dehumanized 

factories will be of interest as well in future research projects about Smart Factories. 
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“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, 
but the one most responsive to change” 

--- Charles Darwin 
	  

Chapter One 

Introduction 
	  

For many centuries our societies have been constantly challenged by fundamental 

innovations, developments and new ideas, facilitated through visionaries, scientists and 

entrepreneurs. Generally, these transformations influenced certain parts of our lives like 

our culture, the applied sciences, the humanities, politics or our work environments. 

However, there have also been “revolutions”, which truly formed our whole existence and 

turned our lives forever and as it appears today, for the better. Talking about such 

revolutions today, literature usually cites the “Industrial Revolutions” as essential 

foundations for our modern life. According to the literature, scientists and researchers, we 

have experienced three major Industrial Revolutions yet and together they facilitated the 

transformation of an, until the beginning of the 18th century, agricultural and human-work 

dominated life to a world in which economies and products today are crafted by 

automated, programmed and special-purposed machines and robots. And of course, that 

transformation changed the way people have been working/ are working together and how 

they have to be managed and controlled.  

 

The First Industrial Revolution happened in the 18th century and had its origin in Great 

Britain. Prior to the First Industrial Revolution, people predominantly lived in rural 

orientated societies and manufacturing was mostly done in people’s homes, using hand 

tools or basic machines1. But it was during this time that the consideration of iron and steel 

as resources and new input factors, the use of new energy sources, such as coal, the 

steam engine, electricity, petroleum or the internal-combustion engine that started the 

invention of new machines. The spinning jenny and the power loom for example facilitated 

the opportunities for an increased production with less human energy as critical input 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 History.com: Industrial Revolution  
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factor. But maybe the most important change happened in the organization of work itself. It 

was during these days that for the first time people gathered & worked together under one 

roof and the “factory” was born. Furthermore, this new work organization initiated the 

division of labor and the specialization of functions and successively enabled mass 

production processes. Nevertheless, the new “factory workers” had to acquired new, 

innovative and more specialized skills to fulfill their tasks and their labor relations to their 

tasks shifted fundamentally. Instead of being a craftsman working with hand tools, they 

started to be machine operators and being subjects to factory discipline.2 This marks the 

first time employees needed to be managed, organized and controlled under an all-

embracing “umbrella” with regulated organizational hierarchies, structures and systems. 

Last but not least, other important developments occurred in the transportation and 

communication sector, including the invention of steam locomotives, steamships, 

automobiles, airplanes, telegraphs and radio. And thanks to the First Industrial Revolution 

we saw the first application of science and research to industry and manufacturing3. 

 

The Second Industrial Revolution is said to have happened in the late 19th, early 20th 

century. While the First Industrial Revolution was centered on textiles, iron and steam 

engine technologies, the Second Industrial Revolution evolved more around steel, 

railroads, petroleum, chemicals and electricity. Until the 1850s’, engineering, medical 

technology and agriculture were understood as applied knowledge in which things just 

happened to work, but there was no real understanding why they worked. However, since 

the light start of applied sciences at the end of the First Industrial Revolution, it was during 

the Second Industrial Revolution when considerable feedback flows from technology to 

science started to be become an essential part in industry and manufacturing. Refocused 

scientific thinking in the light of novel inventions instead of improving already existing, new 

technologies creating better instruments and equipment to measure and register scientific 

facts and regularities, as well as to test hypotheses, were common strategies4. For the first 

time, synergies of fuels, science and technical innovations were achieved and enabled the 

creation of high-energy societies engaged in mass production. The Second Industrial 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Encyclopædia Britannica: Industrial Revolution  
3 Encyclopædia Britannica: Industrial Revolution  
4 Northwestern University: The Second Industrial Revolution, 1870-1914  
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Revolution was also the nativity for a new information age through the extensive spread of 

communication systems, like telegraphs, telephones and radios (Smil, 2005). 

 

Truly, one of the greatest inventions of these days was the assembly line in the early 20th 

century. Henry Ford installed the first moving assembly line in his automotive 

manufacturing factory on December 1st, 1913 and forth on changed our production and 

manufacturing processes forever5. The principle of an assembly line is that each worker is 

assigned to one unique task within the production process that he repeats for each 

product and when he is finished, the product moves to the next worker who does his or her 

unique task until all tasks are completed and the product is finished. Was it the 

consolidation of workers under one factory roof during the First Industrial Revolution, the 

assembly line was an inevitable continued improvement during the Second Industrial 

Revolution that allowed to structure production processes more detailed and logical under 

one roof. It was the first time we had an, by electricity powered, automated production 

processes using conveyor belts to operate the assembly lines, which led to an increase in 

productivity, efficiency of labor and the opportunity for mass production (Domm, p.29, 

2009). Nevertheless, the split of the production process into many specialized tasks and 

the implementation of automated assembly lines surely increased the complexity of 

managing, organizing, monitoring and controlling. And last but not least, the speed of the 

entire assembly line obviously depends of the weakest or in that case, the slowest worker 

in the chain.  

 

This marks the starting point for the introduction of scientific management, or better known 

as “Taylorism” to factories, manufacturing operations and to management in general. In his 

book Principles Of Scientific Management (1911) Frederick Winslow Taylor laid down the 

fundamental principles of large-scale manufacturing through assembly line factories and 

highlighted the opportunities to maximize efficiency and profits. Taylorism defines a 

production efficiency methodology that breaks every action, job, or task into small and 

simple segments that can be easily analyzed and taught. It aims to achieve maximum job 

fragmentation to minimize skill requirements and job learning time, separates execution of 

work from work-planning and management, separates direct labor from indirect labor, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 History.com: Ford’s assembly lines starts rolling  
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replaces rule of thumb productivity estimates with precise measurements based on 

scientific studies of the tasks, introduces time and motion study for optimum job 

performance, cost accounting, tool and work station design and makes possible payment-

by-result method of wage determination. However, Taylor was often criticized for alienating 

workers by (indirectly but substantially) treating them as mindless, emotionless, and easily 

replicable factors of production without possessing an own individuality6.  

 

Striving to increase their profits, factory owners used Taylor’s principles to split production 

processes in even smaller and more unskilled tasks. They achieved standards that 

enabled them to hire people with the lowest skill sets and subsequently minimize their 

labor costs. However, as every single task got more unskilled and reduced, the tasks also 

got more unpleasant and dissatisfying. Overall, labor has turned into a simple commodity 

that was tradable easily and hence the competition between workers and prospect 

workers intensified. As results, wages have been depressed and workers were confronted 

with a lower level of job security as everyone could be quickly replaced if he made a 

mistake. Furthermore, the speed and productivity of the assembly lines had been forced, 

by the owners and due to the boosted economic competition, to increase and ultimately 

intensified the demands of work even more.  

 

However, at a certain point, the workers didn’t want to accept their bad situation and 

started to organize in groups and unite their individual bargaining power against the 

owners and management. The “labor unions” were born. With their newly owned 

bargaining power as united groups, they have been trying to force the management and 

factory owners to improve the working environment, increase wages and to provide other 

benefits (Drury, 1918). But the growing number of labor unions, affiliated labor union 

members and strengthened overall power of labor unions in the mid-twentieth century also 

led to a push on the part of management and factory owners to accelerate the process of 

automation (Noble, 1984). And of course, that make sense as machines do not argue and 

discuss with you and don’t have any demands to the work environment, except electricity. 

In general, the management only did what is best for business. They tried to eliminate the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 BusinessDictionary.com: Taylorism  
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highest risk factor in the production process, human labor, and make the production 

processes more predictable, consistent & reliable and ultimately minimize interruptions.  

Meanwhile, behind closed military and governmental doors, the foundation for many more 

technological leaps was developed, the “transistor”. It was introduced in 1947 and during 

the next two decades it paved the way for the development of advanced digital computers 

and finally led to the development of the “World Wide Web” in the 1990s. When computers 

became a more familiar machine in the 1980s they also became a necessity for many jobs 

and the new computer controlled processes further accelerated the automation of 

production and the de-humanization of work. We refer to this movement as the Digital 

Revolution, or Third Industrial Revolution. It explains the advancement and development 

of technology from analog electronic and mechanical devices to the digital technology 

available today7.  

 

Like the Second Industrial Revolution turned employees from hand crafters into machine 

operators, the Digital Revolution turned them from machine operators into computer 

operators or knowledge workers.  Now, employees needed the skills to use computers and 

to program machines and robots, and blue color workers onsite the production floor 

disappeared more and more. But as those computer skills were rare and thus expensive 

and hard to control, management and owners had to find new strategies and practices to 

ease the requirements for such jobs. Instead of knowledge being “locked” into one 

person’s head for which a wage premium can be charged, working knowledge should be 

made available to corporations in the form of software programs and standardized 

prescripts that then can be used by lower-skilled workers as well. This routinization 

process of production platforms and processes is called “Digital Taylorism”. Innovations 

can be translated into sets of routines that might require some degree of education but not 

the level of creativity and independence of judgment which are key skills of modern 

knowledge workers. Where it once seemed impossible for high-skilled work to be codified 

and standardized, it became clear that even highly skilled jobs could be targeted in the 

same manner like the crafting knowledge was captured by companies through assembly 

lines during the Second Industrial Revolution (Taylorism) (Brown et al., 2010). 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Techopedia.com: Digital Revolution  
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Nevertheless, knowledge workers’ level of creativity and the independence of judgment 

did strongly depend on the amount of information they possessed and thus in the early 

stages of the Digital Revolution, information was seen as a cost factor for businesses 

when applying the traditional economic thinking. In addition, as computers were stand-

alone entities in the beginning, the information was mostly stored on single computers 

within the organization, sometimes connected to a network. But that was only feasible 

within one organization and not between more organizations. Only through the extreme 

development of the Internet (World Wide Web), it became feasible to connect computers 

in almost limitless global public information infrastructures. Because information was now 

easily shareable and tradable, information changed its status from a cost factor to a factor 

of value creation and new technologies enabled more or less everyone everywhere on this 

planet to capture, store, transfer and even manipulate information. This new competitive 

era is labeled as the Information Age (Sampler, 1998). But still, in the manufacturing and 

production industries you did need persons who did feed the machines and robots in the 

production lines with the required information and data and who did control that they 

execute the programmed commands correctly. 

 

And there we are in the present, at the edge of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, also 

referred as Industry 4.08, the indisputable peak of the Information Age so far. Right now, 

we are experiencing a world in which the real and the virtual worlds are rapidly converging. 

That process leads us to the concept defined as the “Internet of Things” (IoT), which 

describes a future where everyday physical objects will be connected to the Internet and 

will have a digital voice, thus they will be able to identify themselves to other devices and 

will also be able to communicate with each other. This means that objects are not just 

connected to you as a single recipient anymore, but also to surrounding objects, devices 

or even entire databases via cloud storage. And that not only on a factory level but also in 

a global context. The devices develop a so-called “ambient intelligence”9, a “recent 

paradigm emerging from “Artificial Intelligence” (AI), where computers are used as 

proactive tools assisting people with their day-to-day activities, making everyone’s life 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Federal Ministry of Education and Research: Project of the Future: Industry 4.0  
9 Techopedia.com: Internet of Things (IoT) 
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more comfortable”10. Thereby, AI is an area of computer science that emphasizes the 

creation of intelligent machines that work and react like humans11. 

Applying the ideals of the IoT and the dynamics of connected devices, machines, 

materials and physical objects to manufacturing enterprises lead us to the visionary 

concept of “Smart Factories”. They are envisioned to represent context-sensitive 

manufacturing environments, which can handle turbulences in real-time production using 

decentralized information and communication structures for an optimum management of 

production processes (Lucke et al., 2008). In those environments, manufacturing 

machines will be connected to the company’s virtual network, computer systems, intranet 

and each other, as well as to the Internet to obtain every single bit of information and data 

they need for their task within the manufacturing process. Second, products will be 

uniquely identifiable through bar codes, chips and/ or other identifying mechanisms and 

may be located at all times via sensors and/ or other identification readers integrated in the 

manufacturing machines. Combined, future production systems and plants are anticipated 

to control themselves on their own and products should be able to autonomously control 

their own manufacturing processes, be able to advise the production system and related 

machines what services they need, how they have to be processed and forwarded, and be 

able to conduct their own quality control1213141516. As an ultimate goal, machinery and 

equipment should be able to improve processes through self-optimization and 

autonomous decision-making based on accessible data and information without any 

involvement of human workers17.  

 

In the preceding as well as most of the current industrial value chains, including product 

design, production planning and production engineering, production execution and 

services are implemented and managed through separate departments. But within Smart 

Factories all these production steps will be consistently connected, both, on the horizontal 

value chain (from inbound logistics via the manufacturing process to outbound logistics) as 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 6th International Symposium on  Ambient Intelligence 
11 Techopedia.com: Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
12 Youtube.com: Industry 4.0 – The Fourth Industrial Revolution 
13 Youtube.com: Industry 4.0 – Next Steps 
14 Youtube.com: Industry 4.0 – The next industrial revolution – Made in Germany 
15 Youtube.com: (R)Evolution?! – Industry 4.0 in 4 dimensions 
16 Youtube.com: Industry 4.0: Integrated Industry reaches the next level 
17 National Academy of Science and Engineering: Securing the future of German manufacturing industry 
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well as on the vertical value chain (audit and monitoring systems, planning and 

management tools, human resource and marketing departments, etc.)18. And it will not 

matter in which company’s plant they are around the globe because every single factory 

will be connected through the company’s own IoT/ network and cloud. In today’s highly 

competitive and global markets, organizations expect through the realization of Smart 

Factories nothing less than 1) higher quality standards in production processes and 

products, 2) reduced waste of time, human resources, materials and financials, 3) trimmed 

production lines and shortened production process flows and 4) accelerated 

manufacturing without interruptions and breakdowns. In addition, production processes 

should be so flexible that they 5) allow customized products production at the speed of 

mass production processes. And of course, to achieve, expand and maintain their 

competitiveness and market shares against organizations operating in low-cost countries, 

this should all happen at 6) lower costs and 7) greater sustainability. Overall, we can point 

out that the Fourth Industrial Revolution will be accompanied by an increase in complexity 

and new security challenges, but on the other hand also by an increasing degree of 

decentralization and self-organization. 

 

Research Focus 
 

But for sure, as we have seen from the previous Industrial Revolutions, this new approach 

of manufacturing has significant consequences on the role of employees involved in the 

manufacturing process and on how we have to design, implement, manage and control 

future business organizations. But we do not know yet to what extent. Therefore I collect 

opinions and ideas of experts in the fields of Manufacturing & Enterprise Risk 

Management and I try to create a preview of what we might have to face in future 

manufacturing enterprises. To make the scope of the research feasible for a Master Thesis 

project, the focus of this research will center on the “new” role of human workers in Smart 

Factories, what consequences that new role might have for the design of future 

manufacturing enterprises and what risks need to be accounted for in Smart Factories’ 

Enterprise Risk Management systems. Throughout the paper, questions related to the 

three research concentrations, like 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 IndustryWeek.com: The Dawn of the Smart Factory 
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• What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision a 
Smart Factory?  

• What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for the 
realization of a Smart Factory?   

• What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 

• What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of Smart 
Factories? 

• How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized production 
processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ will handle 
everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 

• How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 

• How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and control 
our businesses?  

• How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 

• What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  

• In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the subsequent 
organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to apply to their 
Enterprise Risk Management?  

• What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
• According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research on 

Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
 
will be answered and will provide the data and information to test my hypotheses. 

Thesis Outline 
 

The study is structured as follows. The following Chapter Two will be opened with the 

explanation what methodology is used to conduct the research for this paper. Next, 

Chapter Two will be dedicated to the vast amount of literature and research that exists for 

the different topics that are influencing this research work, like Theory of firms, Continuous 

Improvement, production principles or Enterprise Risk Management. In Chapter Three, the 

data collected through the questionnaires will be analyzed and applied to different theories 

and frameworks highlighted in Chapter Two. Lastly, Chapter Four will explain the 
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limitations of this research, emphasize some points that should be addressed in future 

research and finally will be closed with a conclusion of this research work. 

Chapter Two 

Methodology 
	  
The goal of this research is to examine the new role of human workers in Smart Factories 

and its implications for companies’ future ERM systems and organizational structures. The 

purposes of this chapter are to (1) describe the research methodology and design 

appropriateness of this study, (2) explain the sample selection, (3) describe the procedure 

used in designing the instrument and collecting the data and (4) provide an explanation of 

the procedures used to analyze the data. 

 

To get a first impression of what has been done so far in the field of this research’s focus, 

a literature review on the topics Theory of Firms, Continuous Improvement, Smart 

Factories & Enterprise Risk Management was conducted and the most relevant papers 

were highlighted & their main findings deducted. The findings in the literature review also 

did constitute the starting point for the questions in my questionnaire. 

 

To collect information and personal opinions and ideas of experts, the most reliable and 

useful methods are personal interviews and questionnaires. Because my time and 

financial resources as a student are limited, sending out questionnaires via Email seems 

to me to be the most feasible approach. This approach also guarantees that the wording of 

the questions is always the same for each participant and that the participants are not 

bounded to one specific, time-limited interview session during which they have to answer 

the questions. However, people may read differently into each question and therefore 

reply based on their own interpretation of the question - i.e. what is 'good' to someone may 

be 'poor' to someone else, thus there is a level of subjectivity that is not acknowledged. 

There is also a level of researcher imposition, meaning that when developing the 

questionnaire, the researcher is making his own decisions and assumptions about what is 

and is not important. Therefore he may be missing something that is of importance. To 
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account for that limitation, I included an open questioned in the end of the questionnaire 

where participants can note additional comments, ideas or visions. 

 

Written questionnaires also give the participants the chance to really think about the 

questions and make up their mind before they answer and written questionnaires make it 

also easier and less time consuming for the researcher to analyze the data, because he 

does not have to type the answers from the voice recorder before starting with the actual 

analyzing process. However, on the other side, during face-to-face interviews, it would be 

easier to explain the questions more precisely if a participant does not understand the 

question or you could easily prod if the interviewee does not answer a question at all or 

just partially. But on the downside, during face-to-face interviews, an emotional 

“connection” between the researcher and the participant could arise, meaning the 

participant could give answers what he thinks the researcher preferably wants to hear. 

Personal perception plays more and more an important role in our lives and can have 

significant influence on the outcome of a personal interview. 

 

To control for errors and obtain unbiased results, the questionnaire contains general 

questions on the company/ institution/ association/ organization, for instance about the 

industry sector, the size, or the location, as well as general question on the participant, like 

age, gender, position work experience or educational profile. The rest of the 

questionnaire’s questions focus on three core topics: (1) Smart Factories, (2) Organization 

Structures and (3) Enterprise Risk Management, and is semi-structured and contains open 

questions for participants to express their opinions and ideas, and some prompted 

questions with predefined answers to collect useful statistics on the sample participants 

and the companies they work for, like “Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart 

Factory”? or “Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 

transform into a Smart Factory”? In Appendix 1 you can find the complete questionnaire 

template. Furthermore, the research method will be of qualitative and exploratory form. It is 

unfeasible to code and quantify all the individual’s opinions and ideas with a specific value 

and compare them because that would exceed the time frame of a Master Thesis.  
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The research population of whom I could collect information, ideas and opinions for my 

research is all companies around the globe with any kind of a production process or which 

are engaged in any form of ERM or generally Risk Management. As this is clearly 

impossible, I am using the professional networks LinkedIn19 and Xing20 to define the 

sample population and distribute my questionnaire. LinkedIn and Xing allow professionals 

worldwide and from all industries to connect, communicate and share information, 

regardless their professional experience, educational profile, age, gender or ethnicity. 

Simply, everyone is allowed to join those networks. First, that global approach is important 

because Smart Factories/ Industry 4.0 will affect all economies and companies around the 

globe. And second, the approach is interesting, because as we will see in the Literature 

Review, ERM is influenced by several factors, including culture and the regulatory 

environment. That means, although robots and machines are the same around the globe, 

culture and the regulatory environment influence the way people approach risk 

identification and risk definition within Smart Factories. 

 

With their group sections, LinkedIn and Xing give me the opportunity to access those 

specific professionals who are involved with Production/ Manufacturing, Smart Factories, 

Industry 4.0 and Enterprise Risk Management. As Xing is mostly used on the German 

market, I did apply the terms in German and English in both networks. The search terms to 

find the respective groups were: (1) Risikomanagement, (2) Risk Management, (3) 

Enterprise Risk Management, (4) Produktion, (5) Produktionsprozess, (6) Production 

Process, (7) Produktionsprozesse, (8) Production Processes, (9) Manufacturing, (10) 

Industrie 4.0, (11) Industry 4.0, (12) Digitalisierung, (13) Digitalization, (14) Smart Factory 

and (15) Smart Factories. However, not for every search term you can find groups in the 

networks.  

 

Furthermore, I did set thresholds how many members each group needs to have at least 

to ensure a certain professionalism, expertise and quality of the groups and its members. 

Due to the limitation on LinkedIn on how many groups you can be a member of, and due 

to huge amount of available groups within the chosen search terms, the thresholds for 

LinkedIn groups varies. For the groups related to Industry 4.0, Smart Factories, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 LinkedIn.com 
20 Xing.com 
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Digitalization and Manufacturing, the threshold is 500+ members. For the groups related to 

Enterprise Risk Management the threshold is 2000+ members. Due to the smaller, more 

national approach of Xing, I did set the threshold to 500+ members for all categories and 

groups. Furthermore, I only accessed groups, which have a general audience according to 

their group name, the group description and purpose, and not an audience tailored to 

specific industry sectors. Hence, in total I did get access to 54 groups with a total of 

approximately 575.000 members. In Appendix 2 you can find the complete list. My request 

for support was repeated in the groups every two weeks for a time period of four months. 

 

Other resources to tap in and collect information are research associations. By contacting 

and sending my questionnaire to the research associations Smart FactoryOWL 21 , 

SmartFactoryKL22, Plattform Industrie 4.023, SmartFactory Laboratory - DFKI24, Connected 

Industry25 , the task group „Industrie 4.0 – Betriebswirtschaftliche Fragestellungen im 

Fokus“ (they are analyzing business matters in times of Industry 4.0)26 and the Smart 

Manufacturing Leadership Coalition27, I could get access to experts within the field of 

Smart Factories and Industry 4.0. With the goal to enable and accelerate the realization of 

Smart Factories, multiple strategic partners from different industry sectors, government 

sections, universities and other research facilities, formed those associations. They have 

designed and set-up small-scale model factories where they are testing the new 

technologies, devices, machines, inventions and developments that might be needed for 

the successful industry-wide realization of Smart Factories. Consequently, through the 

associations I get access to people from various fields who are directly involved with the 

development of Smart Factories and I can utilize their hands-on experiences and opinions. 

Unfortunately, the collaboration effort of these research institutions was very limited.  

 

A third way to collect data and information would have been to contact companies that 

have already successfully implemented first versions of Smart Factories. But that would 

have compromised the research results because a systematic selection of the companies 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Das Technologie-Netzwerk: Intelligente Technische Systeme OstWestfalenLippe 
22 SmartFactoryKL 

23 Plattform Industrie 4.0 
24	  Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz GmbH  
25 Connected Industry – Netzwerk der Industrie 4.0 
26 International Performance Research Institute (IPRI) 
27 Smart Manufacturing Leadership Coalition: 2012 SMLC Forum Report 
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would have happened. Compared to that approach, using Xing and LinkedIn faithfully 

increases the random factor for the sampling. Also, the definition of what is a successful 

implementation of a first version of a Smart Factory would have been very subjective and it 

would have been hard to define appropriate standards and guidelines to select the 

companies. Furthermore, without paying respect to the companies that have already failed 

in implementing first versions of Smart Factories, the research would only highlight the 

golden aspects (benefits) and not the dark side (risks). Hence the research would be 

incomplete and limit its value. And it would be even harder to identify those companies 

that have failed, because no one likes to talk in public and announce his failures.  

 

Nevertheless, to make it more attractive for experts to support me with my research, I 

offered them the opportunity to receive an Executive Summary of this research study.  

 

As I did not know at the beginning which companies’ employees and research 

associations’ members and partners will answer my questionnaire, the answers will be of 

random source without any subjective selection of my side. That qualifies the results to be 

as unbiased as possible and to have internal and external validation. 

Literature Review 
	  
Getting to the modern manufacturing organizations that we see these days did take us 

more than two centuries in continuous improvement of technologies, variations of 

organization structures as well as management practices and leaves us with an incredible 

amount of existing literature. We have seen in the introduction, that firms, or business 

institutions, have been fundamental members of our lives since the First Industrial 

Revolution in the 18th century. But depending on the point of research, they are initiated for 

different purposes.  

 

Even though developed already in the 1930s, the transaction costs theory by Coase is still 

one of the most recognized ones in ongoing business literature. Coase argues that firms 

will be created (and expanded) if the costs for organizing new transactions (extra 

transactions) are lower within the firm than they would be by the means of an exchange on 

the open market or with another firm (Coase, 1937). According to Williamson, we can 
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furthermore distinguish between ex ante and ex post transaction costs. Ex ante refers to 

transactions before the actual contract signing, like the search for the best business 

partner, contract drafting & negotiating and safeguarding an agreement. Ex post means 

transactions required to enforce, control and adjust the contract after the contract signing. 

Nevertheless, transaction costs within both categories are determined by the transaction’s 

complexity & asset specificity, uncertainty and frequency (Williamson, 1985).  

 

Other researchers say that business firms reflect a social construct or organism and can 

be researched within the theory of social institutions. In the eyes of Langlois and 

Robertson, “the fundamental concept of an institution ultimately boils down to the idea of 

recurrent patterns of behavior — habits, conventions, and routines” and that “the most 

elemental form of a business institution for us today is a productive routine, a habitual 

pattern of behavior embodying knowledge that is often tacit and skill-like” (Langlois & 

Robertson, 2002). They also mention that today’s transaction costs theories tend to see 

business institutions, especially firms, as the optimal responses to incentive problems and 

that “the principal focus of transaction-cost theory is on aspects of behavior that inhibit 

markets from providing effective coordination”. Using the game-theoretic imagery of the 

New Institutional Economics, whose mainstream transaction costs theory describes the 

firm as the solution for a prisoners'-dilemma-like game, they also highlight that the firms 

are confronted with a problem that is less one of information than one of incentives. So, in 

the end, for Langlois and Robertson, the advantage of a firm lies in its ability to align 

incentives and overcome opportunism, and that the purpose of the firm does not lie in 

coordination as such, but in its ability to provide coordination when divergent incentives 

between buyers & sellers and between agents & principals complicate market operatives. 

 

We know that the efficient coordination of resources not only enables operational 

efficiency in the production and distribution of goods and services, but it is also vital for 

strategic matters and strategic changes that might require the exploitation of new 

resources or new combinations of resources. In that case, the strength of firms is that they 

can supply this coordination function and not just an incentive-alignment function. In a 

world of fundamental uncertainty, in which capabilities and knowledge differ among actors, 
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this, rather than incentive questions, may be the central role of such institutions (Langlois 

& Robertson, 2002). 

 

According to Schumpeter, the repertoire of an organization’s routines constitutes the 

capabilities that organization possesses. He also explains that the process in which new 

capabilities emerge and are tested is the process we refer to as “competition” and that this 

process is certainly complex and historically reliant. But there are a few theoretical 

generalizations that might predict what types of business institutions will be most likely 

successful under different scenarios. One of the principal determinants of the appropriate 

form of business institution is the nature of the economic change that the institution must 

confront. The second critical factor is the existing structure of relevant capabilities, 

including both the substantive content of those capabilities and the organizational structure 

under which they are deployed in the economy. He also notes that new firms emerge 

when a systemic innovation, like the Digitalization, offers the potential to create new value.  

 

To be successful then, that systemic innovation requires simultaneous change in several 

stages of production, which of course might push some existing assets obsolete, but at the 

same time call for the use of new capabilities not previously applied in the production 

process. And then, if the existing capabilities are also under separate ownership — or 

better, the existing production system is coordinated through market mechanisms — then 

a new business firm arises because it can more cheaply redirect, coordinate, and where 

necessary create the capabilities necessary to make the innovation work (Schumpeter, 

2013). And those innovation aspirations is what we can observe every day. 

 

Nowadays, our economies around the globe are driven by the desire of companies for 

innovations & improvements. Every day we read in the news and media about companies’ 

breakthroughs in technologies and products and what benefits they will bring for us. The 

way businesses execute this desire for innovation and the creative strategy for competitive 

success in business today has its roots in the Japanese concept of Kaizen. The term 

Kaizen was first used in 1986 when Maasaki Imai published his book The Key to Japan’s 

Competitive Success. In the book, Imai defined Kaizen as “the process of gradual and 

incremental improvement in a pursuit of perfection of business activities” (Imai, 1986). In 
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2005, Channon followed Imai’s approach and wrote: “continuous improvement is 

considered to be everybody’s job in an organization, in that any employee must do his/her 

job and improve it” (Channon, 2005). Brunet and New also used the same angle and said: 

“Kaizen is the Japanese word for improvement, carrying the connotation in industry of all 

the non-contracted and partially contracted activities, which take place in the Japanese 

workplace to enhance the operations and the environment. Kaizen epitomizes the 

mobilization of the workforce, providing the main channel for employees to contribute to 

their company’s development”. They also concluded that Kaizen evolved uniquely in 

organizations, following positive changes in business environment (Brunet & New, 2003).  

 

Of course, in the western hemisphere we know the term Kaizen, but we most likely use the 

terminology Continuous Improvement (CI) when we think about the principles of Kaizen 

(Malik et al., 2007). In one of the latest and most extensive reviews of research related to 

CI, Singh and Singh defined CI as “a culture of sustained improvement aimed at 

eliminating waste in all organizational systems and processes, and involving all 

organizational participants”. For them, CI can either be seen as evolutionary or 

revolutionary, whereas in the former case, improvements take place as a result of regular, 

incremental changes, while in the latter case, major changes take place as a result of an 

innovative idea or technology, or simply as a result of accumulating incremental 

improvements (Singh & Singh, 2015). Or as a Japanese researcher wrote: “Under 

continuous improvement, the old adage If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it gets transformed into 

just because it isn’t broke doesn’t mean it can’t be improved“ (Joshi, 2013). 

 

Manufacturing organizations are currently encountering a necessity to respond to rapidly 

changing customer needs, desires, and tastes. To compete in this continuously changing 

environment, these companies must seek out new methods allowing them to remain 

competitive and flexible simultaneously, enabling their companies to respond rapidly to 

new demands (Black, 1991). For companies, CI of manufacturing system processes has 

become necessary to retain their market share in this global economy, and satisfy both 

external and internal economy, and satisfy both external and internal customers (Shingo, 

1988). While CI is accepted as a means to achieve excellence in quality and to reach a 

superior level in highly competitive markets, there still exist many different understandings 
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on the approaches involved in achieving it. CI is associated with a variety of organizational 

developments, for instance the adoption of total quality management (TQM) employee 

involvement programs, customer service initiatives, waste reduction campaigns or “lean 

manufacturing” techniques (Singh & Singh, 2015). Speaking of manufacturing. 

 

Manufacturing enterprises and their manufacturing systems are crucial elements of today’s 

industrialized & materialistic world, and are one of the primary wealth-generating activities 

for any nation. In his book Manufacturing systems: theory and practice, Chryssolouris 

defined manufacturing as “the transformation of materials and information into goods for 

the satisfaction of human needs”. And according to him, manufacturing systems are 

extremely “open” systems, which are often influenced by outside factors that are beyond 

the firm’s management or even the national governments control (Chryssolouris, 2013). 

Altiok put it in simpler words and said: “a manufacturing systems can be viewed as an 

arrangement of tasks and processes, properly put together, to transform a selected group 

of raw materials and semi-finished products to a set of finished products”. For him, the 

three basic functions of a manufacturing system are procurement, production and 

distribution (Altiok, 2012).  

 

However, the economic environment in which those manufacturing enterprises operate is 

radically changing and it is not that easy anymore to define manufacturing as a simple 

system that transforms raw materials into finished products. Modern manufacturing 

systems must be flexible/ agile, reactive, integrated and cost-effective simultaneously to 

enable industrial companies to stay competitive in an international competition. To achieve 

and run such complex systems, manufacturing enterprises need to design and engineer 

their production processes appropriately and in a systematic way following structured 

approaches based on sound principles and supported by efficient tools and methods. 

Ladet and Vernadat postulated that systematic approach as Enterprise Engineering, an art 

of designing, implementing, maintaining and continuously improving enterprise systems so 

the organization can fulfill its mission according to its business objectives (Ladet and 

Vernadat, 2013). Unfortunately, manufacturing systems are so diverse in terms of 

technology, structure and practices that it is almost impossible to chose the perfect 

principles to design and implement them. However, in connection to the topic of this 
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research work, two of the main production principles of Smart Factories can be focused 

on, namely the ideas of lean and sustainable manufacturing systems. 

 

Krafcik first introduced the theory of lean production in 1988 when he compared 

performance levels of more than fifty assembly plants across North America, Europe and 

Japan. He concluded that “lean” plants are more capable of manufacturing a wide range of 

models and simultaneously be able to achieve high levels of productivity and quality but 

still stay highly flexible and that lean production has a positive impact on operating 

performance (Krafcik, 1988). Many researchers did follow his lead and investigated the 

concept of lean production, but despite their different approaches and angles, all of them 

concluded with more or less the same core elements. For them, lean production systems 

are the continuous reduction and ultimately the full elimination of all forms of waste, and 

the continuous improvement of the quality of products and processes (for example: Cua et 

al., 2001; Shah and Ward, 2003). Typically, four kinds of waste can be found in 

manufacturing operations: excessive production resources (workforce & facilities), 

overproduction, excessive inventory and unnecessary capital investment (Monden, 2011). 

For others, like Womack and Jones, lean production is a philosophy that emphasizes on 

value creation for the costumer, mapping out value streams, creating flows without 

interruption, integrate pull production, initiated by the costumers, and pursue perfection 

(Womack and Jones, 2010). 

 

In another early work on lean production, called The Machine that Changed the World by 

Womack et al., we can take a look at lean production while compared to its preceding 

production forms, craft production and mass production. They wrote that lean production is 

“lean” because it uses less of everything compared to mass production, for example half 

the human effort in the factory, half the manufacturing space, half the investment in tools, 

half the inventory on site and so on. In the same second they also describe the most 

striking difference for them, the ultimate objectives of mass and lean production. In mass 

production the goal is to be “good enough”, which results in an acceptable number of 

defects, a maximum acceptable level of inventories and a small range of standardized 

products. Here, a performance increase would cost too much or would exceed existing 

human capabilities. On the other hand, for lean producers, nothing less than perfection 
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counts: constant decline in costs, zero defects, zero inventories and a high number of 

available products (Womack et al., 1990). 

 

To achieve that perfection, lean production must of course incorporate other production 

innovations. One preceding innovation is the Just-in-time (JIT) production. JIT means that 

a process should be able to respond instantly to demand without the need of any 

overstocking, either in expectation of the forthcoming demand or as a result of 

inefficiencies in the process. The ultimate goal is the elimination of inventory at all stages 

in the process (Hutchins, 1999). Or said differently, JIT basically means to produce the 

necessary parts in the necessary quantities at the necessary time. To guarantee this, 

automation in the production process plays an important role, as automation can be seen 

as an autonomous defects control that hinders defect parts to be transferred to the next 

production step (Monden, 2011). However, the basic desire to reduce material resource 

requirements was not entirely new when Hutchins did write his book Just in Time in 1999. 

For sure, it has always been in the minds of conscientious business managers to reduce 

costs and improve their businesses’ performances (Hutchins, 1999).  

 

Another preceding innovation is the idea of Total Quality Management (TQM). TQM is a 

general terminology encompassing all the methods of managing organizations to improve 

their overall effectiveness. By using a factor analysis and distributing questionnaires, 

Saraph et al. determined eight critical factors for TQM: (1) role of management leadership 

and quality policy, (2) role of the quality department, (3) training of employees, (4) product/ 

service design, (5) supplier quality management, (6) process management/ process 

ownership, (7) quality data and reporting, and (8) employee relations/ employee 

involvement (Saraph et al., 1989). After an extensive literature review, similar results were 

identified by Porter and Parker who also identified eight critical factors for a successful 

TQM: (1) management behavior, (2) specific TQM objectives for the organization, (3) 

organizational structure for full employee potential, (4) correct communication of TQM, (5) 

training and education alongside the TQM implementation, (6) employee involvement in 

the TQM process, (7) management of the TQM process and systems, and (8) usage of 

quality technologies (Porter and Parker, 1993). Ultimately, TQM should help to create a 

working culture that contributes towards a firm’s success and existence. Trust, 
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participation, teamwork, quality-mindedness, passion for continuous improvement & 

continuous learning are core principles of such a working culture (Yusof and Aspinwall, 

2003). 

 

CI, lean production, JIT and TQM are all key elements of our mutual and worldwide 

applicable goal of sustainable production processes. The concept of sustainable 

production emerged at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 

in 1992. The Lowell Center for Sustainable Production (LCSP) developed an indicator 

framework what sustainable production could be. For them, sustainable production is the 

creation of goods and services using processes and systems that are: non-polluting, 

conserving of energy and natural resources, economically viable, safe & healthful for 

workers, communities & consumers, and socially & creatively rewarding for all working 

people28.  

 

The LCSP framework was used and further developed in a research paper by Veleva and 

Ellenbecker, who suggested a new methodology of core and supplemental indicators for 

raising companies’ awareness and measuring their progress toward sustainable 

production systems. They proposed twenty-two core indicators, provided a detailed 

guidance for selecting additional, production-specific indicators as well as for their 

application. Last but not least, they provided an eight-step model for a smooth indicator 

implementation. Nevertheless, they concluded that the creation of a set of meaningful and 

simple indicators, applicable to any organization, is not possible. For each manufacturing 

enterprise, a sustainable production process means something different, depending on 

their business direction. Still, they highlighted that the exercise of trying to do so is not 

useless and that the very fact of focusing on the issue intensifies companies’ awareness 

about sustainable production, promotes organizational learning and improves 

measurement practices. The goal is to move the organization from adopting primarily low-

level measures to using all levels of indicators of sustainable production (Veleva and 

Ellenbecker, 2001). To incorporate indicators of sustainable production the company must 

identify a period for tracking and calculating an indicator (e.g. fiscal year, calendar year, 6 

months, quarter, month) and define units of measurement. It must also identify a type of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Lowell Center for Sustainable Production: What is Sustainable Production? 
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measurement (absolute or adjusted) and boundaries, which determine how far a company 

wishes to go in measuring the indicator (Krajnc and Glavič, 2003). 

 

According to de Ron, a sustainable production is “an industrial production resulting in 

products that meet the needs and wishes of the present society without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their needs and wishes”. Therefore, all phases during 

the lifetime of a product need to be counted in in the product design and production. This 

means that the product design, the internal production and the product itself, parts and 

material recovery have to be considered in relation to the usage of materials and the 

quality of products, processes and systems. Consequently, a sustainable production will 

minimize all kinds of waste as well as the use of natural resources of raw materials and 

energy. He showed in his paper that many engineering techniques are linked to shop-floor 

improvement techniques regarding efficiency, quality and flexibility. He finally concluded 

that companies using sustainable production techniques will have an advantage over their 

competitors because of reduced costs, improved quality and better organization of the 

shop-floor (de Ron, 1998).   

 

The ultimate combination of all these production principles and standards is the envisioned 

upcoming generation of Smart Factories. They are such complex systems in themselves, 

but also tightly connected to each other, that everyone around the globe is studying them, 

and only with joint efforts we will be able to implement them the way we want them to 

function. Lucke et al. made a clear and understandable description what Smart Factories 

are. They describe the Smart Factory approach as a new dimension of multi-scale 

manufacturing by using the state-of-the-art ubiquitous/pervasive computing technologies 

and tools. For them, a Smart Factory represents a context-sensitive manufacturing 

environment that can handle turbulences in real-time production using decentralized 

information and communication structures for an optimum management of production 

processes. They also give us a good understanding where the Smart factory is located 

within the functional architecture of a manufacturing enterprise. Due to the real-time 

informing and controlling character, the Smart Factory generally handles the 

manufacturing execution, maintenance and education & training functions of a 

manufacturing enterprise (Lucke et al., 2008). As the information within a Smart Factory is 
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context-aware, the Smart factory can canalize and filter information, manage information 

overflow and correct outdated information so that the right person can access the right 

information at the right time. In the end, a Smart Factory should provide human workers 

with a real-time information/fact-based decision support in production activities, resulting in 

an optimization of the manufacturing process (Lucke et al., 2008; Brettel et al., 2014; 

Davis et al., 2015).  

 

Brettel et al. also write that, while increasing flexibility, the complexity of coordination can 

be reduced if the production process is divided into small value oriented units, which only 

share information regarding the consecutive process step (Brettel et al., 2014). Hence, 

concrete structures and specifications of production processes are replaced by 

configuration rules, from which case-specific topologies can be derived automatically and 

machine components can be added, removed or rearranged depending on their 

mechanical module interface (Abele et al., 2007). While today, decisions of process 

adaptions are principally made by humans on the basis of their experience, in future 

manufacturing enterprises, the decision process will be increasingly assisted and often 

independently executed by self-optimizing and knowledgeable smart manufacturing 

systems (Yan and Xue, 2007; Jung et al., 2015). 

 

In their research paper “Design and Governance of Collaborative Business Processes in 

Industry 4.0”, Schoenthaler et al. take a look at the characteristics of business processes 

in Smart Factories and Industry 4.0. They write that the intensified corporate-wide 

collaboration used in Smart Factories can be slowed down by standardization, for instance 

through global industry standards for cyber-physical systems. They ask if, due to the 

ongoing standardization, there will no longer be any competitive advantages in business 

processes and if Industry 4.0 in general will lead to less competition. They highly doubt 

that because in their point of view, for economic success, in addition to a highly qualified 

staff, the intelligence in the design of business processes and the ability to quickly and 

economically adapt your business processes to the rapidly changing market requirements 

will be crucial. Furthermore, they point out that the increasing standardization of used 

services inherits significant potential for cost savings, especially through cost-saving 

deployment cost. Still, they argue that these cost savings can be easily reproduced by 
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competitors in the market and that companies are therefore faced with the challenge to 

achieve sustainable competitive advantages through product innovation, but also by those 

means of intelligent business processes. Last but not least, they take a look at the 

responsibility for business transactions in Industry 4.0. In their argumentation, the central 

transaction processing will still be found in the back-office area, e.g. in financial accounting 

or sales office, but in areas that will be dominated by CPS it will be erased. Here it will be 

replaced by a distributed processing managed by self-organized and self-controlled agents 

who produce and process the transaction data. Those agents will also generate a wealth 

of additional sensor data, a new and interesting class of Big Data, from which valuable 

business knowledge can be extracted (Schoenthaler et al., 2015). 

 

Nonetheless, such context-aware environments present many risks and challenges to 

manufacturing enterprises. Regulators respond with increasingly complex regulations to 

the global escalation of economic, environmental and computer crimes. Hence, for a 

globally operating enterprise, it is no longer enough to just consider the national 

regulations at the enterprise level. Now, all regulations must be considered which are 

affected in the context of transnational business processes. And unfortunately, these 

regulations are often not even compatible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation model and important parameters 

Simulation tools such as Horus offer various possibilities for 
parameterization. For the XML nets used in Horus, 
parameterization takes place through the instantiation of the 
passive model elements and the object stores with objects. 
Technically, this instantiation is done with the implementation 
of web services, which insert CSV tables, database tables, or 
results from business analytics and big data analytics as objects 
into the simulation model. Due to the fact that future behavior 
needs to be simulated, technologies such as predictive analytics 
and data mining are used (cp. [17], [18]). Particularly worth 
mentioning is the growing importance of big data analytics in 
the context of Business Processes 4.0. For example, social data 
from social networks can be used to forecast customer behavior, 
or the sensor data from cyber-physical systems can be used to 
evaluate the performance of intra-logistics networks. 

VI. BUSINESS PROCESS GOVERNANCE 

A. GRC – One of the Key Challenges in Industry 4.0 
The days where an enterprise could be led entirely in an 

autocratic "lord of the manor" fashion are long gone. And this is 
especially true for virtual enterprises like in Industry 4.0. 
Regulators respond with increasingly complex regulations to the 
global escalation of economic, environmental and computer 
crimes. The crux here is that for a globally active enterprise, it 
no longer suffices to consider only the national regulations at 
enterprise level, but rather all regulations must be considered 
which are affected in the context of transnational business 
processes. These regulations are not even compatible in many 
cases. In short: Governance, Risk and Compliance issues (in 
short: GRC) are at the top of the management's agenda; and the 
same holds true for virtual enterprises as in Industry 4.0. But first 
a short disambiguation (cf. [9]):  

• Governance is running a business on the basis of clearly 
understood and formulated business objectives and 
instructions. Important conditions are legal compliance 
and completeness. Governance thus extends across all 
business units and levels.  

• Risk management is the sum of all measures for dealing 
with known and unknown internal and external 
enterprise risks. These include the establishment of early 
warning systems to identify risks, as well as measures to 
eliminate potential risks, and for the treatment of 
incurred risks.  

• Compliance denotes conforming to a rule, 
correspondence or conformity with a specification, 
policy, standard or law with (ethical and moral) 
principles and procedures, including standards (e.g. ISO) 
and clearly defined conventions. Compliance fulfillment 
can be both forced (e.g. by law) and voluntary (e.g. 
adherence to standards).  

B. Influencing Factors and GRC Mechanisms 
In corporate practice, it has been proven to treat Governance, 

Risk and Compliance management in a cross-thematic context. 
The reasons are obvious: Very many interdependencies exist; 
synergies arise during implementation that on one hand enhance 
the effectiveness of planned actions, contributing to cost 
reductions on the other. By the way, companies that see GRC 
not primarily as a burden, but above all as an opportunity to 
improve business processes, achieve genuine cost savings and 
improve their competitive positions. 

Fig. 7 shows the typical structure of a GRC approach. The 
number of external requirements seems overwhelming for the 
observance of and compliance with corporate records-
management, in many cases setting forth personal liability. 

 
Fig. 7. Influencing factors and GRC mechanisms [9] 

Their task is to formulate appropriate instructions, to 
communicate and to monitor their compliance. Even more: The 
directives should be complete, efficient and effective, therefore 
consistent in itself. It is also necessary to implement mechanisms 
that monitor and control the execution of the directives. In 
addition, reactive mechanisms are to be provided for, ensuring 
that the enterprise immediately takes proper measures, in the 
case of imminent or an actual violation of regulations, to limit 
damage to the periphery as well as the enterprise itself. 
Responsible enterprises pay the highest attention to preventive 
mechanisms. With the avoidance of risks and compliance 
violations lies the key to significant cost savings and prudent 
market trade, often resulting in interesting competitive 
advantages.  

However, it is clear from these considerations that the 
drafting and subsequent implementation of a comprehensive 
GRC approach bears a high degree of complexity. This is 
actually manageable only if the enterprise connections are 
represented in a consistent model. Analyses and optimization are 
possible based on this model, as well as development of an 
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Figure 1: Influencing factors and GRC construct (Schoenthaler et al., 2012) 

 

In summary, Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) issues must be among the top 

priorities of the management's agenda. Especially the technical risks of operating a Smart 

Factory will be a tremendous challenge for future business leaders. 

 

As everything within a Smart factory is communicating with each other during the 

production process, you continuously need to gather dynamic information. Consequently, 

it is important how objects can be identified, how they can be located in the factory and 

finally it is important to know what status/ production progress the objects have reached. 

Smart management systems must also be updated frequently and available information 

must be transmitted within seconds to people and machines to ensure real-time reaction. It 

is also of importance, that the heterogeneous information generated by different types of 

machines and objects is translated into the same format, so that a centralized system can 

process them and transfer them back to the specific devices (Westkämper and Jendoubi, 

2003; Bauer et al., 2004; Lucke et al., 2008). 

 

In a very recent paper, Sadeghi et al. looked at other risks for the industrial IoT, the overall 

construct in which Smart Factories are embedded. They highlight, that since the 

integration of information technology, protection against cyber-attacks became 

increasingly important and is a major design goal of Industrial IoT systems today. They 

point out, that Smart Factories consist of several cyber-physical production systems, which 

in turn consist of electronics (e.g., processor and memory) and monitors that control 

physical processes through sensors and actuators. Furthermore, the electronics are driven 

by software (e.g., embedded operating systems and applications) and interact with 

humans and other systems through various network connections, especially through WiFi. 

Thus, Smart Factories provide many different attack surfaces. Additionally, Sadeghi et al. 

mention privacy and access-of-information issues as key risks for Smart Factories 

because devices in the IoT generate, process, and exchange vast amounts of security and 

safety-critical data as well as privacy-sensitive information, and hence are appealing 

targets for attacks (Sadeghi et al., 2015). 
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Fortunately, since many decades, researchers and scholars have investigated and 

developed risk management systems for enterprises to foresee risks & threats, and in the 

end, hopefully help to protect them from damage. Already in the 1970s’, Drucker explained 

that economic activity by definition commits present resources to an uncertain future. He 

wrote that businesses achieved greater economic performance only through greater 

uncertainty, or through greater risk taking (Drucker, 1979). The end result of successful 

strategic direction setting must be the capacity to take greater risks, but to extend this 

capacity businesses must understand the risks they take, they must ensure that the risks 

they take are the right ones and businesses must be able to choose rationally among risk-

taking courses of action (Chapman, 2011). 

 

Recent experiences show that businesses which strive for growth and business 

development often need to face internal risk, created by themselves, which are as large as 

or even greater than external risks (Chapman, 2011). In our case, the pursuit of new 

manufacturing systems and technologies mean a variety of new risks for businesses. And 

those must be measured and managed effectively across all business segments. More 

and more, enterprises are pushed to move beyond traditional risk management practices 

that operate within functional silos. They need to embrace a more holistic “Enterprise Risk 

Management” (ERM) approach. ERM represents an integrated, firm-wide process and 

control system for identifying and prioritizing critical financial, operational, strategic, 

compliance, and other risks facing the organization, assessing their impact on financial 

and strategic objectives, and implementing organizational solutions to address them 

(Chapman, 2011; Ittner and Oyon, 2014; Bromiley et al., 2014). For their research project, 

Gates et al. conducted a survey of audit and risk management executives and found that 

the use of ERM leads to increased management consensus, better-informed decisions, 

enhanced communication of risk taking and greater management accountability, which 

confirms the broad idea of ERM (Gates et al., 2012). 

 

Or more generally, ERM is said to raise an enterprise’s risk awareness and to facilitate a 

better operational and strategic decision making process. Managing each risk class in a 

separate silo creates inefficiencies due to the lack of coordination between the various risk 
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management departments. Supporters of ERM practices argue that by integrating decision 

making across all risk classes, firms should be able to avoid duplication of risk 

management expenditure by exploiting natural hedges and that those firms should be able 

to better understand the aggregate risk inherent in different business activities. This should 

provide them with a more objective basis for resource allocation, thus improving their 

capital efficiency & return on equity and ultimately increase a firm’s value (Hoyt and 

Liebenberg, 2011). 

 

The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) 

defines ERM in one of their reports29 as follows:  

 

“Enterprise risk management is a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, 

management and other personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the 

enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the entity, and 

manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance 

regarding the achievement of entity objectives.” 

 

According to COSO, ERM consists of eight interrelated components: (1) internal 

environment, (2) objective setting, (3) event identification, (4) risk assessment, (5) risk 

response, (6) control activities, (7) information and communication and (8) monitoring, and 

is not strictly a serial process, where one component affects only one. It is a 

multidirectional, iterative process in which almost any component can and does influence 

another. But COSO also point out that despite the fact that ERM provides important 

benefits, limitations can exist because human judgment in decision making can be faulty, 

decisions on responding to risk and establishing controls need to consider the relative 

costs and benefits (subjectivity), breakdowns can occur because of human failures, 

controls can be circumvented by collusion of two or more people, and management has 

ultimately always the ability to override ERM decisions. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 COSO.org: Enterprise Risk Management — Integrated Framework 
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As Smart Factories are a new and very unique elaboration, it is unclear so far who should 

be responsible for the ERM in a Smart Factory.  

In a research paper during the early stages of ERM, Haubenstock did explain that firms 

choosing to adopt an ERM strategy need a group of persons or at least one person 

responsible for the coordination of the ERM program and the communication of goals and 

results to the board. Furthermore, the representative also needs to promote ERM to 

management and elevate the risk management function to one that informs the firm’s 

overall corporate and financial strategy. However, Haubenstock also pointed out that there 

is no clear consensus on the structure or body that is best suited to implement and 

manage a firm’s ERM program. Some favor the use of ERM committees over the use of a 

single individual as the party responsible for leading the ERM function. Others argue that it 

is better to organize ERM via a single organizational unit that bears direct responsibility for 

supervising the entire process rather than via a committee or group of committees 

(Haubenstock, 1999). 

 

In a very recent paper, Ittner and Oyon also researched about the appropriate location and 

extent of risk ownership within the organization, as well as the effects of these choices on 

the focus of risk management efforts and the implementation of specific ERM practices. 

Using a global survey spanning multiple industries, they find that overall ERM 

sophistication is positively associated with the functional and hierarchical extent of risk 

ownership. Furthermore, the risk management practices adopted by a firm are more 

strongly associated with the risk owners’ specific functions and levels than with the number 

of owners alone. As with any management control system, a key element of ERM is the 

allocation of decision rights and the assignment of accountability for implementing and 

managing this process. In their case, they examined the influence of risk ownership on the 

firms’ finance units and found that units whose CFOs have risk ownership responsibilities 

make significantly greater contributions to a wider range of strategic and operational risks 

than those whose CFOs are not risk owners (Ittner and Oyon, 2014).  

 

Kurt Desender did take a similar angle in his research and did explore how the board 

composition is related to the degree of ERM implementation. His main findings are that the 

position of the CEO in the board has an important influence on the level of ERM and that 
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the board independence alone does not induce enterprise risk management 

implementation. Only boards with a separation of CEO and chairman, tend to favor more 

elaborated ERM systems. He highlights, that firms with independent board and separation 

of CEO and chairman show the highest level of ERM, and that might be the case because 

CEOs do not favor ERM implementation and are able to withstand pressure from the 

board when they are occupying the seat of chairman (Desender, 2011). 

 

But what risks do risk owners have to monitor? 

 

In his book, Enterprise risk management: from incentives to controls, Lam lists seven 

major risk categories – strategic risk, market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, compliance risk, 

business risk and operational risk - and makes clear that these risk categories have strong 

interdependencies. He also points out that because of such a complex and connected 

system of company-wide risks, a silo-based risk management strategy is inferior to the 

integrated framework of ERM, because it would not account for the interdependencies 

between them. Such an integrated framework does not only provide analysis, strategies 

and reporting with respect to a organization’s key risks, it also considers how 

macroeconomic factors can impact the organization’s risk profile. Overall, Lam’s advice to 

manage that complexity is to ensure that risk is an integral part of every employee’s 

thinking and job responsibility. Thus, ERM is not just about to have the right control system 

and processes. It is also about having the right people, risk culture and risk understanding 

(Lam, 2014). 

 

The implementation of ERM is also of interest and has been examined in several research 

studies. The studies in unison revealed that the extent of ERM implementation is 

influenced by the regulatory environment, culture, internal factors, ownership structure, 

and firm and industry-related characteristics (Kleffner et al., 2003; Liebenberg and Hoyt, 

2003; Beasley et al., 2005; Paape and Speklè, 2012). While Liebenberg & Hoyt and 

Beasley et al. used data on US firms, and Kleffner et al. focused on Canadian ones, 

Paape and Speklè added the European perspective. In addition, they also did include 

small and medium-sized enterprises, as well as public sector and not-for-profit 

organizations in their sample, because both of these groups were absent in earlier studies. 
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Last but not least, Paape and Speklè did find that the perceived risk management 

effectiveness is associated with the frequency of risk assessment and reporting, and with 

the use of quantitative risk assessment techniques. 

 

As the concept, or at least the actual realization, of Smart Factories is quite novel, there is 

not much literature available about risks and ERM practices in Smart Factories. The 

existing literature predominantly focuses on the technical risk aspects of Smart Factories 

(Westkämper and Jendoubi, 2003; Bauer et al., 2004; Lucke et al., 2008; Sadeghi et al., 

2015), but not a lot of literature links Smart Factories with the typical business risks, 

especially with the role of human workers. Therefore this paper should be a small step to 

close this gap. And for that sake, I postulated two core hypotheses:  

 

H0: There will be no human workers’ involvement required at all in future factories  

H1: There will be always human workers’ involvement required in factories 

 

because depending on the role of human workers you need to develop your ERM systems 

and conduct its execution. 

Chapter Three 
	  
The following chapter presents the data collected through the questionnaires. In the first 

section I will quantitatively summarize the input and data on the general questions about 

the participants & their companies/institutions/organizations to give the reader an idea who 

did support me with my research (see Appendix 3, 4, 5 for the summary in table forms). 

Next, the core findings and input on the categories Smart Factory, Organizational 

Structure and ERM will be extracted from the questionnaires and be outlined in qualitative 

form. Last but not least, in the second section, the input of the participants will be set in 

context with the existing theories and frameworks highlighted in the literature review 

section.  

Empirical Study - Data Overview  
	  
As mentioned in the Methodology Chapter, every received questionnaire will be used, no 

matter if they are maybe only partially filled out. In these early days of Smart Factories, 
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every bit of information is important for the ongoing research. During a time period of four 

months, 14 questionnaires in total have been received and analyzed (see Appendix 6).  

 

General Data – Participants 

 

Seven (7) (50%) of the respondents work in a business operation and seven (7) (50%) of 

them work in a consultancy, research institution or similar. The average work experience 

of the respondents is 18.5 years, with a minimum of 3 years and a maximum of 43 years. 

The average experience of the respondents within their current jobs is 4.3 years, with a 

minimum of 0.5 years and a maximum of 9 years. Thereby, the respondents hold currents 

jobs as Chief Information Security Officer, Director, General Manager, Research Assistant, 

Scientific Assistant, Senior Reliability Engineer, Supplier Risk Manager, District Manager, 

Technology Developer or Quality Manager. Twelve (12) (85,7%) of the respondents are 

male, two (2) (14,3%) are female and their educational profiles vary from Bachelor or 

Master Degrees and MBAs to Post Graduate.  

 

General Data – Companies/Institutions/Organizations 

 

The respondents’ companies are from all around the globe, including Asia Pacific, 

Australia, Austria, China, Germany, Malaysia or the United Kingdom and the industries in 

which the companies/institutions/organizations operate include Consulting, Industrial 

Communication and Automation, Manufacturing, Resource Industries (Mining, Oil & Gas), 

Consumer Goods, Welding Technology / Charging Systems / Solar Energy or Research & 

Education. Within that, ten (10) (71,4%) of the respondents’ companies are private, one 

(1) (7,1%) are public and three (3) (21,4%) are governmental and the sizes of the 

respondents’ companies are as follows:  

Size Enumeration 

0 to 10: 2 

11 to 50: 2 

51 to 100: 3 

101 to 500: 1 

501 to 1000: 1 
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1001 to 5000: 2 

5001+: 3 

 

Input on Smart Factories 

 

First, out of the 14 respondents, 13 (92,9%) have heard of the concept of Smart Factories 

and their imaginations of Smart Factories are all heading the same direction, a factory 

combining best practices of traditional manufacturing engineering & logistics with the 

emerging trends in sensors, monitoring, communication and mass customization. In the 

participants view, the human being will still be the central element of the factory, but in a 

decreased amount, and connected machines equipped with sensors and communication 

technology will assist them in most of their daily businesses to attain the highest efficiency 

& sustainability and to minimize defects and waste. The intelligent use of electricity (Smart 

Grids) will also become a major measure in Smart Factories, especially during the 

downtime of machines. All decisions will be driven by data that will be also recorded and 

processed automatically with feedback loops for continuous improvement. The participants 

also mentioned that different production systems within a factory would work together 

flawlessly and have autonomy to adjust production rates and quality according to defined 

customer requirements. 

 

Secondly, six (6) (42,9%) of the respondents think that their company possesses the 

required capabilities for a Smart Factory and three (3) (21,4%) of the respondents say that 

their company has someone specifically appointed for the Digitalization transformation in 

their company. Nonetheless, the low numbers are not really surprising due to the novelty 

of Smart Factories. As key capabilities of Smart Factories, the participants repeatedly 

mentioned IT-Systems/ Knowledge, factory process knowledge, business model design, 

standardized information exchange, integrated instrumentation controls and programs, 

acceptance of new technologies, drive for innovation, a clear process responsibilities, and 

of course money. However, according to the opinion of my research participants, the most 

important capability for a successful realization of Smart Factories are highly trained 

employees like reliability engineers and production analysts who are able to intervene 

based on real time analytics whenever needed. 
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As key risks of Smart Factories, the participants mostly believe that cyber security will be 

one the major risk categories. Also, data protection and different communication protocols 

within single factories and between companies are believed to pose a big risk to our future 

manufacturing life in Smart Factories. Third, a shift in the human resources required to run 

a Smart Factory was emphasized. The shift could increase the burden on firms as social 

structures and may become too great to sustain Smart Factories. As there will be less 

people required, less money would be circulating and hence a Smart Factory, to produce 

something for sale, could extinct itself. But if demand would push the production lines to 

continue the companies could maybe face intervention from NGOs or the Government. 

Safety is another issue mentioned by the experts, as human workers will closely work 

among machines and robots. Automatic shutdown mechanisms, if human workers would 

interfere with the working space of the machines and robots, need to be programmed and 

implemented. Other risks the participants believe will arise around the usual issues 

assorted with change, like the rejection of new ideas, leaving your old comfort zone or the 

correct identification and quantifying of the new risks in Smart Factories. Also mentioned 

by participants was the fact that the wrong investment decisions (too technically driven, 

instead of business) could be made. Just because we have the technologies does not 

mean it is good for business, especially when the risks are related to very high 

investements to set up Smart Factories and we do not know what to do with current 

production techologies and if we can still use them in Smart Factories. 

 

But we also have an upside in the realization of Smart Factories. As key benefits the 

participants named for instance: lower operating cost, greater flexibility & efficiency (24/7 

production possible), increased production speed, more intelligent decision making, work 

gets easier as machines will execute most of the “dirty and heavy” jobs, shorter time to 

market for new products, better utilization of resources, labor, processes and equipment, 

elimination of all kind of waste, better and faster respond to customer requests, shorter 

maintenance outage, hopefully cheaper products after the implematation and better 

process and data transparency. The realization of Smart Factories would also spur the 

growth of innovation because more and more feedback on the perfection of tools and 

machineries is available. Last but not least, the use of robotics and remote access 

intervention might reduce fatality rate or incidents involving humans in factories.  
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Closing, the critical figures to answer my two hypotheses. The enumerations for the 

likelihood if we will have fully automated and digitalized manufacturing processes are as 

follows and show that the experts believe that we will always need human workers in 

manufacturing operations: 

Probability Enumeration 

0%: very unlikely 8 

25%: unlikely 2 

50%: moderate 2 

75%: likely 2 

100%: very likely 0 

 

While robots remain superior at routine tasks, hands-on skills are still needed. But there 

will be changes. This time the potential is seen in the enormous data utilization & 

decisions supporting, rather than clever robot arms. Humans will still run the shop floor 

and not intelligent computer systems. Designing an absolutely fail-safe automated and 

digitalized production process may be technically doable, but is probably very very 

expensive, for example the required CPU power for AI systems. 

 

Input on Organizational Structure, Core Competencies and the “new” role of human 

employees 

 

In the participants’ view, Smart Factories will have flatter hierarchies that are mainly filled 

with knowledge workers and only employees with the required technology skills will move 

up the ladder in the highly meritocracy-related environment of Smart Factories. Through 

the flatter hierarchies, a stronger collaboration between the different levels, which is 

important in a completely connected factory, should be guaranteed. Less department 

thinking and more interactive roles for employees will also be benefits. That results in a 

lean “system” in which everyone knows everyone. Due to the fact that many decisions will 

be made by data not by people anymore, experts believe that certain jobs will disapear 

and new jobs will evolve and even become very important for the Smart Factory 

environment, like maintainance teams for information systems and inteligent equipment. 

However, according to recent studies predictions, robots will reduce German workers by 
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approximately 50% in the next ten (10) years. The experts also think that the physical 

presence of human workers in factories will become a thing of the past and most of the 

work can be done remotely, for example meetings are done outside the perimeters of the 

factories via phone or skype conferences. An increased business organization in a 

network of “virtual factories”  is also very likely. 

 

Another interesting indication about future organizational structures lies in the experts’ 

opinions if manufacturing operations should have their own, unique software, hardware 

and norms for their machines, devices, computer networks, etc. or if industries, business 

associations and the government should try to achieve common standards together. 

 

Many experts believe that by establishing common standards, everybody will have the 

same understanding of Smart Factories, the complexity would be decreased (in theory) 

and a better interconnection between companies will be realizable. However, in early 

stages, they think it might be better to encourage each enterprise to try their own way to 

realize the "smart production". If the governments, industry associations, etc. would 

involve too early, it might "kill" new ideas on the way to best practice solutions. However, it 

does not mean they should not do anything. They should provide suitable policies and 

incentives to support each enterprise to test new technologies. The best standard will 

certainly become dominant after a while.  

 

Anyway, a well-defined standardization is required for future activities in the field of the 

industrial communication systems in order to lower the barriers between different vendors 

and/or components. And in order to have low capital investment for Smart Factories, 

common standards and sharing of possible software or hardware is a must, too. Plus, for 

the networking strategy of Smart Factories it is definitely important to have common 

technology standards as missing standards obviously may result in interface dilemma 

between the network partners. And for single Smart Factories it is also essential to have a 

common standard for communication between each module to have less engineering 

effort. Current organizations and industries live by their own, unique standards, protocols, 

organizational structures, etc. to attain their competitive and economical advantage, but as 

we see from the experts’ views, the companies will eventually have to agree on common 
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technologies, standards & protocols and consequently their organizational structures will 

converge to a few prevailing ones. 

 

Like the hierarchies, the core competencies will also be leaner and much more focused 

because companies can quickly access the missing competencies by a properly integrated 

network with third parties. Each company will provide higher modularization and higher 

specialization of their products. But there will be probably a shift away from production 

more into planning, designing, recycling, etc. That also emphasizes the experts’ believe 

that for Smart Factories, the collaboration between companies will be even more important 

than it is already for companies today. In the future, the right networking strategy, including 

a good controlling & supervision of contractors, will be one of the determining factors for a 

company’s success and could be considered as a new, or at least an extremely prioritized 

and hyped, core competency of companies. Yet, according to experts, another important 

core competency will be a company’s IT infrastructure and its practicability to enable the 

automation of production processes. Closely linked is a company’s ability to solve 

interface problems within their production network. Additionally, new business models will 

arise in a form of services for e.g. monitoring, diagnosis or data algorithm processing. And 

third, inbound and outbound logistics of raw materials and products (supply chain 

management) will receive even more of the management’s attention as it does already 

today. The experts also think that the ability of businesses to adjust immediately to 

customer demands at all levels will also become a core success factor.  

 

The experts likewise think that due to the greater use of data, Smart Factories will alter the 

way we manage, organize and control our businesses in such way that managers without 

IT-understanding will fall out (most of the 50+ managers), that management will become 

more important and centralized on fewer heads and everything is within their finger tips 

and only one click away. A lot of decisions will be made on tablets or phones and it is 

important that the right information is accessible through the right person at the right time. 

“Just-in-time” decisions will become very important in managing a Smart Factory, because 

as the experts agree on, any approval, be it closing of deals or orders in the future will be 

instantly/ just-in-time routed to the AI for processing, production and lastly for delivery. 

Whoever is the fastest in processing the orders will win! Like for the organizational 
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structures, a stronger collaboration will also occur in the management processes of Smart 

Factories and according to the participants, one main aspect for the management will be 

the move from current operating activities to more supervising and controlling activities. 

Although machines will control themselves and intercommunicate via IT systems, you will 

need people who control and monitor these machines and IT systems as a last security 

authority. As the management will have meetings via conference calls and will often work 

remotely, companies will need new monitoring and controlling systems for a secure and 

real-time data access for the employees, too. 

 

A sound common sense among the participants is seen in the question how Smart 

Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar workers and what daily tasks and 

routines human workers will have in Smart Factories. Everyone responded that the 

number of blue-collar workers will decrease and only a few, but highly specialized hands-

on technical workers, will remain at the shop floor. The rest will be white-collar workers at 

the management level. For some positions, white- will mix with blue-collar authority 

through training & collaboration and highly trained “grey-collar” workers, organized in small 

groups on the shop floor and with management authority, will evolve. However, employees 

who just want to repeat routine work will fall out, regardless if white or blue. Future roles 

are becoming more demanding and require detailed and more specialized knowledge and 

a very good analytical understanding to draw conclusions from the numbers is required at 

all hierarchy levels. 

 

Main tasks for blue-collar workers will be non-routine, low volume or totally unique tasks 

where it is more efficient to use a worker asstited by a machine instead of automating 

these processs. For example, in the case of very unique and valuable products, a final 

“eyes on” check is necessary. Tasks like in modern warehouses with electronic pick-up 

lists to ensure an uninterrupted resource flow will also fall under their responsibility. Grey-

collar workers will be responsible for the maintenance of machines and robots and to keep 

everything operational and will focus on the software and hardware’s reliability (i.e. a non 

anticipated shortfall of material will shut down the computer, the human will close the 

specific production order and push "next” order). They will also have to look at condition 

monitoring systems to identify components that need replacement and by using their 
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knowledge of the type of system they will schedule the replacement during the ideal 

timeframe. A small group of white-collar workers constitute the Management and will be 

responsible for supervision, monitoring and information processing. Their duties will be to 

ensure that the schedules for the day and week are in order and everyone gets the memo 

of the new orders, supplies or deliveries. They are also responsible for the company’s 

increasingly complex production, supplier and costumer networks. Overall, there will be a 

change from physical labor towards a more mental or knowledge labor. 

 

Finally, but most important, engineers and sellers who promote IT and Industrie 4.0 should 

understand that priority will still be the business & the people and not the technology. But 

some experts also think, that If the government continues with its current politics, 

companies will probably invest more into machines and robots instead of manpower. 

 

Input on ERM 

 

The experts think that through Smart Factories enterprises’ strategic focus will move to a 

more long-term thinking, strategy will be based on more analysis reasoning and less 

guessing judgment and will switch from labor to technology to carry out tasks. Shorter 

product life-cycles, quicker response to market needs and higher complexity in business 

processes will be some of he main strategic issues according to the experts. Experts also 

say that in converging manufacturing environments, identifying and realizing unique 

products and services will become even more strategically important for companies. This 

presents a two-edged path for them and should inspire them to be more of risk takers and 

invest in assets that may cost more than what the traditional factories do. The strategic 

focus will be more of weighting the opportunity vs. risks and my questionnaire’s 

participants are eager to see how decision-making processes will change due this 

circumstance.  Overall, they agree that the strategic focus shall shift from risk, due to 

increased non-compliance activities, to develop risk free processes. But the bottleneck 

today is still that managers do not understand IT well enough and under-invest in 

teamwork (manager, process expert, IT specialist) and in technology. 
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The question is now, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 

subsequent organizational changes, what alterations manufacturing businesses need to 

apply to their Enterprise Risk Management. The participants argue that much greater effort 

will be needed to identify and quantify the risks in advance and mitigation actions 

implemented before problems might occur. More rigor and greater management visibility 

will also be crucial for successful ERM practices in Smart Factories. The experts agree 

that Smart Factories will have to address mostly operational risk issues but other risk like 

strategy, financial, non-commercial shall still require Risk Management focus, meaning 

current Risk Management Systems will be still valid, however the likelihood and impact of 

risks may be different. Management needs to ensure a serious focus on IT because most 

businesses are seriously under invested and too little aware of the need to understand and 

manage IT as a tool for business.  

 

Anyway, like already today, ERM needs to be highly integrated into every aspect of the 

business process, but because of the futures’ quick changing nature of manufacturing, the 

ERM process also needs to be dynamic, highly flexible & adaptable and of course, 

software based (SAP). Today, ERM is often done on regular, mostly a yearly or half year 

basis and this is definitely too long for Smart Factories. Therefore, current approaches 

need to be adapted to have a shorter risk management life-cycle. According to the 

experts, product analysis such as FMEA (Failure Mode Effects Analysis), factory volume 

sensitivity analysis or permanent data backups will be important ERM practices in Smart 

Factories and should be executed at best every week or at least every month. Data 

analysis based on specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), like already today, will still 

be accurate measures to analyze risks.  

Empirical Study - Discussion and Analysis of the Data 
	  
In the following section we will set the input of the participants in context with the existing 

theory and frameworks explained in the literature review section.  

 

If we take a look at the reasons why Smart Factories are researched that much recently, 

we can clearly see the impact of Coase’s and Williamson’s transaction costs theory. The 

increased competition and price pressure through the market entrance of low-cost 
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countries’ companies make it vital for companies to find new and cheaper manufacturing 

alternatives. Although the up-front investments for Smart Factories will be immense, the 

long-term costs reduction through successful operating Smart Factories are hoped to be 

multiple times higher and the internal product manufacturing will be less expensive than it 

would be through exchange on the open market. As Smart Factories will be still run by 

humans, they will also serve as social institutions, will be the dominant places for humans 

productive routines and will provide the ability to coordinate the divergent incentives 

between buyers & sellers and between agents & principals. Because everyone will be 

strongly tied together during market operations, no one would benefit through an 

opportunistic behavior.  

 

As Schumpeter notes, when a systematic innovation offers the potential to create new or 

more value and initiates simultaneous change in several stages of production, new forms 

of firms emerge and some existing assets will become obsolete, but at the same time new 

capabilities not previously applied in the production process will arise. That is definitely the 

case with the Digitalization of manufacturing enterprises and the shifting focus of human 

workers’ responsibilities within a manufacturing process. We have seen that blue-collar 

workers will become almost obsolete and grey-collar workers will evolve with new skills 

and capabilities. The new and changed core competencies of manufacturing enterprises 

perfectly fit in that theory, too. 

 

As Smart Factories lower operating costs, increase flexibility and production speed, 

shorten the time to market for new products, foster the utilization of resources, labor, 

processes and equipment, eliminate of all kind of waste, accelerate the respond to 

customer requests, shorten the maintenance outages and spur the growth of innovation 

because more and more feedback on the perfection of tools and machineries is available, 

the principles of Kaizen and Continuous Improvement are clearly integrated in the 

revolutionary development of Smart Factories and their ultimate goal to allow excellence & 

pursue perfection in quality and to reach a superior level in highly competitive markets. 

Our current manufacturing enterprises are often highly profitable and successful, but just 

because they are not broke does not mean we cannot improve them, as Joshi would say. 
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One of the main goals of CI is a lean and sustainable manufacturing process. As we did 

look at some theories on lean and sustainable manufacturing systems, the answers of my 

participants strongly confirm the theoretical aspects in practice. As the participants did 

answer, Smart Factories will be more capable of manufacturing a wide range of models 

and simultaneously be able to achieve high levels of productivity and quality but still stay 

highly flexible and have a positive impact on operating performance. The continuous 

reduction and ultimately the full elimination of all forms of waste (excessive production 

resources (workforce & facilities), overproduction, excessive inventory and unnecessary 

capital investment), the continuous improvement of the quality of products and processes, 

creating flows without interruption, Just-in-Time production & deliveries, and the pull 

production initiated by the costumers are all integral parts of Smart Factories.  

 

Additionally, the eight critical factors for Total Quality Management determined by Saraph 

et al.: (1) role of management leadership and quality policy, (2) role of the quality 

department, (3) training of employees, (4) product/ service design, (5) supplier quality 

management, (6) process management/ process ownership, (7) quality data and reporting, 

and (8) employee relations/ employee involvement, can all be found and be confirmed in 

the questionnaires’ answers as well.  

(1) only the managers with the respective IT knowledge will survive and will ensure 

high quality standards 

(2) those managers will be also responsible for the quality department 

(3) former blue-collar workers need training to be able to execute the skillful tasks in 

Smart Factories 

(4) because manufacturing enterprises will converge in their structures, production 

processes, etc. you need a superior product or service to be successful 

(5) everyone in the supply/ production chain needs to operate on the highest quality 

level as everything will be connected; a chain is only as strong as its weakest 

part; managing your supplier network will be one of the critical core 

competencies of Smart Factories 

(6) small teams of highly qualified workers will be responsible for different 

processes; easy accountability of job duties 
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(7) it is all about real-time data management and data processing in Smart 

Factories 

(8) as the teams are getting smaller on every hierarchy level, employee involvement 

and collaboration is a key factor for success 

 

The indicator framework for sustainable production by the Lowell Center for Sustainable 

Production (LCSP) is mostly confirmed by Smart Factories. There is no doubt that the 

production of goods in Smart Factories will result in lower pollution, conserving of energy 

and natural resources, economically viable and safe & healthful for workers, communities 

& consumers. Only the last indicator if Smart Factories will be socially & creatively 

rewarding for all working people is questionable because many human jobs will be 

replaced by machines and automated routines. While Veleva and Ellenbecker further 

developed the LCSP framework and concluded that the creation of a set of meaningful 

and simple indicators for a sustainable production, applicable to any organization, is not 

possible, I will use my research result that Smart Factories will converge, through common 

industry standards and regulations, in their organizational structures, in their production 

line set-ups, in their management approaches and employee environment, and argue that 

there can evolve a few sets of prevailing indicators that we can use in the future to 

determine sustainable production. 

 

In the end, the answers of my participants obviously did confirm the statement of various 

researchers that Smart Factories will provide human workers with a real-time 

information/fact-based decision support in production activities, resulting in an optimization 

of the manufacturing process. The question by Schoenthaler et al. if, due to the ongoing 

standardization, there will no longer be any competitive advantages in business processes 

and if Industry 4.0 in general will lead to less competition can be, as Schoenthaler et al. 

did as well, denied after evaluating the experts opinions. As CI will always be part of 

humans working nature, unique software solutions or innovative manufacturing execution 

systems will be developed and researched in manufacturing enterprises. And until the 

other companies can adapt to it, you have the economic advantage and you can utilize 

and increase your research advantage until they catch up again.  
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Nevertheless, the argumentation of Brettel et al. that the complexity of coordination in 

Smart Factories can be reduced if the production process is divided into small value 

oriented units, which only share information regarding the consecutive process step, must 

be questioned since in Smart Factories every production step must be connected to each 

other to ensure an interrupted process flow.  

 

All the main risks, especially technical risks, like cyber attacks, identification, information 

gathering and data processing explained in the literature review are supported by the 

participants’ answers. In a broader context, using Schoenthaler et al’s. framework about 

influencing factors and GRC construct, we get the following picture: 
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Furthermore, as we did see in the literature review, according to COSO, ERM consists of 

eight interrelated components: (1) internal environment, (2) objective setting, (3) event 

identification, (4) risk assessment, (5) risk response, (6) control activities, (7) information 

and communication and (8) monitoring. In the context of Smart Factories and combined 

with the participants’ opinions we get the following picture: 

(1) the internal environment of Smart Factories will appear as a black box from the 

outside, but within it will be highly complex, interconnected and strongly 

depending on a secure and reliable IT infrastructure 

(2) the objective setting will be a factory aimed to operate a sustainable and highly 

adaptive mass production at a low cost level 

(3) a risk event identification will be automatically forwarded by the machines to the 

responsible person and/or group of grey-collar employees 

(4) supported by the real-time data and other accessible information in the IoT or 

company network, machines will make suggestions  

(5) the same as in (4) 

(6) control activities need to be done more frequently, maybe on a weekly basis, 

and be automated, flexible and most important, organizational-wide   

(7) information and communication will be done by real-time data exchange 

between the machines and/ or human workers 

(8) the monitoring will be executed by small groups of grey-collar workers via their 

notebooks, phones or tablets 

 

The named risks in the questionnaires finally need also to be linked with the seven major 

risk categories Lam did use in his book, namely (1) strategic risk, (2) market risk/ 

macroeconomic view, (3) credit risk, (4) liquidity risk, (5) compliance risk, (6) business risk/ 

microeconomic view and (7) operational risk/ microeconomic view. 

(1) cost savings through production facilities in low-wage countries disappear, can 

companies in less developed countries afford to participate in a network of 

Smart Factories, fight for the brightest IT gurus on a global employee market 

(working remotely!!) 
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(2) vulnerability in huge production networks increases (weakest part in the chain 

issue), even stronger globally connected, economic or financial crisis will hit 

even harder then today, consider also (1)  

(3) high up-front investment to equip a Smart Factory, what happens to the old 

equipment?,  

(4) see in (3) 

(5) the risk of compliance issues will be minimized as only a few human workers will 

remain in Smart Factories 

(6) interaction between humans and machines, social impact of almost 

dehumanized factories 

(7) cyber-attacks, communication within and between Smart Factories, JIT 

production and supply chain management need to be controlled even stronger, 

safety of human workers when operating among machines and robots 

 

Like Lam also does advice, ERM is not just about to have the right control system and 

processes, but it is also about having the right people, risk culture and risk understanding. 

That means, the training of employees and having the right people in the management is a 

crucial success factor and that risk awareness needs to be an integral part of every 

employee’s thinking and job responsibility.  

Chapter Four 

Limitations of this Study & Research Outlook 
	  
Maybe the biggest limitation of this study and its research approach is the way the data, 

due to the resource limitations as a student, was collected. While using the professional 

networks LinkedIn and Xing, I did not know in the beginning which companies’ employees 

and research associations’ members and partners will answer my questionnaire. That 

means I was not able to check the participants expertise before my survey and a negative 

effect for the answers quality could occur. Furthermore, I do not know how strongly my 

participants’ companies or institutions are actually involved and affected by the topic Smart 

Factories/ Industry 4.0 and if they not just did support me to be “nice”. Also, as there was 

no personal face-to-face interview between the participants and me, I cannot testify if the 
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participants were actually the person they claim to be on the returned questionnaire. 

Furthermore, because my approach was impersonal and just repeated frequently in the 

various groups on LinkedIn and Xing, it was easier for experts to overlook and ignore my 

request. A last issue was that a few questionnaires were only filled out partially. In a 

personal face-to-face interview I could have prodded to get an answer, but via the send-

out questionnaires, if an expert does not want to answer a question, I cannot prod so easy. 

And last but not least, the fact that I am student might send the wrong impression to the 

experts in that way, that the research will not be of great value for the experts’ community 

and hence they do not want to support me. Therefore, the sample size of received 

questionnaires is unfortunately limited and only a very small scratch on the surface of the 

experts’ ideas in the fields of ERM, Manufacturing and Digitalization. 

 

Although I was able to testify my two postulated hypotheses and provide a concrete 

answer with my research design and method, there are still many other topics that need to 

be investigated within Smart Factories.  

 

First, as Smart Factories will have converging structures, processes and business 

missions that are strongly connected, future research should focus on the determination of 

a number of prevailing sets of indicators for a sustainable production process and how to 

implement & measure them accurately.  Having such unified standards in place will make 

it easier for companies to better collaborate and exchange information and data. This 

brings us to a second interesting area of future research, the management of supply chain 

and production networks. As everything will be JIT-based to reduce waste and accelerate 

production speed in Smart Factories, new theories and best practices need to be 

developed. Global “virtual factories and networks” need to be designed and set up so 

every member, or at least the “right” member, of the production process knows at the right 

time the right bit of information for his production step. 

 

Another interesting research topic circles around the question, what social impact will 

occur due to almost dehumanized factories? Should we have manufacturing companies 

just for the sake of producing goods and products or do they still have the purpose to 

create jobs for us humans? Anyway, due to the expected employee cuts in Smart 
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Factories, the economies’ money, maybe even in a vastly reduced amount, could be 

circulating in fewer hands. For sure, there will evolve new jobs in other industry sectors, 

especially in the IT-industries, but if those new jobs can equal the job losses will be a 

future’s secret. And there must definitely be a transition in the education systems, focusing 

more on the technical skills and adjusting to the new workforce needs.  

 

And finally, as the organizational structures and employee roles in Smart Factories will 

change, we need to investigate who should be responsible for ERM in Smart Factories. 

Normally, someone in the Management (white-collar) would be appropriate because he as 

the overview and insights what is going on in the business. But on the other side he would 

not be part of the actual production process and machine operating tasks in general. Vice-

versa counts for the grey-collar employees. And as we can see in the questionnaires, 

almost none of the companies have someone specially appointed for the digitalization of 

production processes yet. Thus, we definitely should research who needs to be in charge 

of the Digitalization process and the related organizational and administrative changes. 

Conclusion 
	  
Like Darwin said, “It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most 

intelligent, but the one most responsive to change”, we have witnessed that every 

Industrial Revolution so far did bring us tremendous changes for our working, but also, 

private lives. Starting in the 18th century, the First Industrial Revolution did transform our 

former mostly agricultural dominated, working-at-home economies into ones of 

handcrafting manufacturing with iron and steel as new resources and the assembling of 

human workers under one “factory roof”. Furthermore, the use of new energy sources, 

such as coal, the steam engine or electricity started the invention of new machines and 

facilitated the opportunities for an increased production with less human energy as critical 

input factor.  

 

The Second Industrial Revolution in the late 19th, early 20th century was the first time 

when Henry Ford installed a moving assembly line, initiating automated production 

processes and employees’ dominantly handcrafting skills got transformed into machine 

operating skills. It was also the first time that scientific management was applied to 
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factories, resulting in increased productivity and decreased operating costs. However, as 

human workers were the slowest part within the assembly lines, they needed to be 

replaced by more machines to increase the productivity. Another gigantic leap, the 

transistor, has its origins in the 1940s and enabled the development of advanced digital 

computers. Called the Digital Revolution, the Third Industrial Revolution started in the 

1980s and explains the advancement and development of technology from analog 

electronic & mechanical devices to the digital technology and turned employees into 

computer operators and knowledge workers. Now, employees needed the skills to use 

computers & to program machines and robots, and blue color workers onsite the 

production floor disappeared more and more. 

 

We know from history that throughout the first three Industrial Revolutions, new companies 

have emerged, old companies vanished and many more followed the changes and new 

inventions to adjust their business. And yet, for all companies, especially within the 

manufacturing industries, the biggest and toughest transformation time is still to come. We 

are at the edge of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, short Industry 4.0, a time when 

factories are expected to become almost totally automated, self-organizing and controlling 

and nearly without any human involvement at all, labeled Smart Factories. And some 

experts even believe that future factories will be totally dehumanized and computers, 

machines and robots are in total control of everything. But of course, these two opposing 

visions leave us with many open questions and vague implications for the future. Thus, 

with this research I tackled one of the underlying core questions: Do we still need human 

workers in Smart Factories?   

 

And in general, the experts’ opinions in my survey clearly say YES. Although there will be 

many changes in the roles & job duties of human workers and the overall organizational 

structures, risk management and risk control will be always human workers 

responsibilities. Only the fact that they will be supported by real-time information, 

communicated with them by the machines and robots, is new. According to the experts, 

you will always need humans who control the machines. As a consequence, we need to 

find new ERM systems which are highly flexible and fast responsive to the high amount of 

data circulating between the machines, robots and computers via a company’s own IT 
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network or even between, in the production process involved companies’ IT networks 

spread all over the globe. The fact that every machine and product within a single factory 

and even between factories all over the globe will be constantly communicating gives 

more sense to the ongoing developments in the Big Data management and the many IT 

job vacancies in companies around the globe with their intentions to equip themselves with 

the required skills as soon as possible. But still, many questions remain open, for example 

who should actually be responsible for the Digitalization of production processes and 

where within an organizational structure of Smart Factories ERM should be located.  

 

Nevertheless, disruptive changes are vital elements for innovations, improvements and 

wealth creation in our today’s societies. As the concept of Smart Factories is still in its 

initiating phase and far from being completed, only time will show what type of disruptions 

we are going to face and how we can master and manage them. However, we can try to 

develop frameworks, theories, systems and mechanisms to foresee events and prevent 

organizations and its employees from greater damage. However, in the end we always 

need to ask ourselves what is going to be the ultimate purpose of future businesses. Is it 

just to produce goods & products and make profits or is it to provide jobs for people and 

secure them financially and socially? 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Complementary Master Thesis Questionnaire 

 
Industry 4.0: The World of Smart Factories 

 
The Dynamics of Digitalization and its implications for 

companies’ future Enterprise Risk Management systems and 
organizational structures  

 
Dear participant, 
 
like Charles Darwin once said “It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the 

most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change”, we can figuratively transfer his 

statement to our business world. The various technological revolutions in the past have 

proven that only the most adaptive and flexible companies were able to benefit & survive.  

And today, our businesses face a new technological revolution: The Digitalization. 

Yet until today, no one is really able to foresee how it will change our business world. But 

we all know it is happening. 

By using the following questionnaire/ survey I would like to examine what effects the 

Digitalization has/ could have on production processes and what implications arise for 

future organizational structures and enterprises’ risk management systems.  

The two hypotheses are: 

H0: There will be no human workers’ involvement required at all in future factories  

H1: There will be always human workers’ involvement required in factories 

 

I am very thankful for your contributions and opinion. I would also appreciate it if you could 

forward the questionnaire to your colleagues working in related fields. If requested, an 

executive summary of the results can be provided as remuneration for your time. 

I hope you can return the questionnaire to me within four (4) weeks. 

Best regards and thank you very much for your support, 
Fabian Schlötzer 
Email contact: fabian_schloetzer@yahoo.de 
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1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results 

as possible) 
 

 
a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
 
Name: 

     

 
 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: select 
 
Industry:  

     

 
 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-
100;  101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 
 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): 

     

 
 
 
b. Participant: 
 
Gender: select 
 
Participant’s educational profile: 

     

 
 
Participant’s total work experience: 

     

 years 
 
Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: 

     

 
 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 

     

 years 
 
 

Note: you can use bullet points for answering the open questions where feasible, if you 
want  

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
 
a. Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 

select 
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What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you 
envision a Smart Factory?  

     

 
 

b. What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key 
factors for the realization of a Smart Factory?   

     

 
 

c. Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources 
to transform into a Smart Factory? 
select 
 
If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ 
assets/ resources do you think your company is missing? 

     

 
 

d. Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for 
the Digitalization process of your production lines? 
select        If yes, Job Title: 

     

 
 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to 
appoint someone in the future? 

     

 
 

e. What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of 
Smart Factories? 

     

 
 

f. What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful 
realization of Smart Factories? 

     

 
 

g. Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and 
norms for its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should 
industries, business associations and the government try to achieve 
common standards together? 
select 
 
Why do you think so? 
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h. How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial 
Intelligence’ will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be 
needed at all) 
 

 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 
 very likely (100%) 

 
Why do you think so? 

     

 
 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
 
a. How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ 

structures & core competencies? 

     

 
 

b. How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize 
and control our businesses?  

     

 
 

c. How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and 
white-collar workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all 
in Smart Factories? 

     

 
 

d. What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) 
human workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily 
routines do you think they might do and how will they execute them?  

     

 
 

 
4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 

 
a. In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic 

focus through Smart Factories? 

     

 
 

b. In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and 
the subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need 
businesses to apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
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c. What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 

     

 
 

d. According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future 
research on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 

     

 
 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, 
etc., please provide them here: 

     

	  

 

Appendix 2: List of LinkedIn and Xing Groups 
	  
Note: “Group members”, reflects the number of group members at the time when I became 
a member of the respective group 
 
LinkedIn: 
 

Topic Search Term Group Name Group 
Members 

Enterprise Risk 
Management    

 Risikomanagement No group available 0 
    
 Risk Management Risk Managers 86.444 

  Risk and Insurance Management 
Society, Inc. (RIMS) 

47.748 

  
Governance, Risk and Compliance 

Management (GRC) 47.388 

  
International Risk Management Institute 

(IRMI) 
41.227 

  PRMIA - Professional Risk Managers' 
International Association 

32.752 

  
Internal Audit and Risk Management 

Consultants 24.118 

  Enterprise Risk Management 20.734 
  Risk Management Online 17.778 
  The Institute of Risk Management 13.970 

  Risk Management Executives & 
Professionals 

13.640 

  Global Risk Management Group 11.983 
  Risk Management Magazine (RIMS) 7.630 
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  CRO - RISK MANAGEMENT 7.097 

  Risk Management Methodologies & 
Tools 

5.848 

  Enterprise Risk Management 
Professionals 

5.270 

  
Enterprise Risk Management 

Association 5.242 

  
Consulting Enterprise Governance, Risk 

and Compliance Management 
3.003 

  Security Analysis and Risk 
Management Association 

2.709 

  ERM - Enterprise Risk Management 2.020 
    

 
Enterprise Risk 
Management 

Enterprise Risk Management See above 

  Enterprise Risk Management 
Professionals 

See above 

  Risk Management Online See above 
  The Institute of Risk Management See above 
  ERM - Enterprise Risk Management See above 

  Consulting Enterprise Governance, Risk 
and Compliance Management 

See above 

  Enterprise Risk Management 
Association 

See above 

    
Production/ 

Manufacturing    

 Produktion No group available 0 
    
 Produktionsprozess No group available 0 
    
 Produktionsprozesse No group available 0 
    
 Production Process Value Stream Mapping 16.939 
    

 
Production 
Processes 

CIRP - The International Academy for 
Production Engineering 776 

    

 Manufacturing MOM - Manufacturing Operations 
Management 

23.992 

  The Association for Manufacturing 
Excellence (AME) 

16.272 

  MES - Manufacturing Execution 
Systems 

15.804 

  
Advanced Manufacturing Engineering 

Society 12.676 

  Manufacturing Leadership Community 11.184 
  IndustryWeek Manufacturing Network 9.076 
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AMT - The Association For 
Manufacturing Technology 

8.889 

  Manufacturing Operational Excellence 8.045 
  Global Manufacturing Executive Forum 6.581 
  Digital Manufacturing 5.091 
  Robots in Manufacturing 4.589 

  
Manufacturing Execution System 

Professionals 
4.148 

  IMTS - The International Manufacturing 
Technology Show 

3.294 

  Institute for Manufacturing 1.412 
  Manufacturing Leadership Summit 1.269 
  Manufacturing Strategies Network 1.161 
  Future Manufacturing 941 
  Manufacturing Professionals Worldwide 924 

  
Manufacturing Knowledge Exchange for 

Plant Leaders 690 

  Intelligent Manufacturing Systems 525 
    

Smart Factories/ Industry 
4.0/ Digitalization 

   

 Smart Factories No group available 0 
    
 Smart Factory Smart Factory 676 
    
 Digitalization No group available 0 
    
 Digitalisierung No group available 0 
    
 Industry 4.0 Industry 4.0 & the Industrial Internet 1.392 
    
 Industrie 4.0 No group available 0 

 
 
Xing: 
 

Topic Search Term Group Name Group 
Members 

Enterprise Risk 
Management    

 Risikomanagement Risikocontrolling und 
Risikomanagement 

4.822 

  Risikomanagement 4.264 
    
 Risk Management No group available 0 
    

 Enterprise Risk 
Management 

No group available 0 
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Production/ 
Manufacturing 

   

 Produktion Qualitätsmanagement in der Produktion 3.309 

  
MM MaschinenMarkt - Fachmedium 

und Community zu Themen der 
Fertigungsindustrie 

2.457 

  
Industrie 4.0 - Datengestützte 

Produktion & Logistik 2.364 

  Nachhaltige PRODUKTION 1.068 
  Automation und Robotik 647 
  Industrie 4.0 581 
    
 Produktionsprozess No group available 0 
    
 Produktionsprozesse No group available 0 
    
 Production Process No group available 0 
    

 
Production 
Processes 

No group available 0 

    
 Manufacturing Produktionsoptimierung 1.894 

  
All around Manufacturing Execution 

Systems (MES)  559 

Smart Factories/ Industry 
4.0/ Digitalization    

 Smart Factories Industrie 4.0 See above 
    

 Smart Factory 
Industrie 4.0 - Datengestützte 

Produktion & Logistik See above 

    
 Digitalization No group available 0 
    

 Digitalisierung Industrie 4.0 - Datengestützte 
Produktion & Logistik 

See above 

    

 Industry 4.0 
Industrie 4.0 - Datengestützte 

Produktion & Logistik See above 

    
 Industrie 4.0 Industrie-Wegweiser 791 
  Automation und Robotik See above 
  Industrie 4.0 See above 

  
Industrie 4.0 - Datengestützte 

Produktion & Logistik See above 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaires Summary on Participants 
	  
Participant Gender Educational Profile Position 

Total Work 

Exp. (years) 

Current Job 

Exp. (years) 

1 Male B-Eng, MSc, MBA Director 25 2 

2 Male MBA Director 20 6 

3 Male Master and MBA Degree 

Chief Information 

Security Officer 

(CISO) 

15 4 

4 Male Dipl.-Ing. (M.Sc.) Electrotechnics 
Research 

Assistant 
22 0,5 

5 Male BSc. 
Research 

Assistant 
5 1 

6 Male BSc. 
Scientific 

Assistance 
6 6 

7 Male Associate diploma in mechanical 
engineering 

Senior Reliability 
Engineer 

35 9 

8 Male 
University degree in Mechanical 

Engineering 

Asia Pacific 

Manufacturing 

Engineering 

Director 

43 2 

9 Female PostGraduate Director 18 4 

10 Male M Tech General Manager 34 4 

11 Male Bachelor 
Gift Quality 

Manager 
14 8 

12 Male Dipl.-Ing. (FH) District Manager 13 6 

13 Female Engineer 
Technology 

Developer 
3 3 

14 Male University 
Supplier Risk 

Manager 
6 5 

   Average 18,5 4,3 

   Minimum 3 0,5 

   Maximum 43 9 

	  

Appendix 4: Questionnaires Summary on Participants’ companies/ 
organizations 
	  
Participant Company Size Location Industry Company Status 

1 0 to 10 United Kingdom Consulting Private 

2 11 to 50 Austria Management Consulting Private 

3 5001+ Austria Manufacturing Private 

4 11 to 50 Germany  Research & Education Public 
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5 51 to 100 Germany  Research & Development Governmental 

6 51 to 100 Germany Industrial Communication and automation Governmental 

7 5001+ Australia Resources industry (Mining) Private 

8 501 to 1000 Asia Pacific Manufacturing Automotive Components Private 

9 0 to 10 Malaysia Business Management & Consultant Private 

10 1001 to 5000 - Oil & Gas Governmental 

11 51 to 100 China Consumer Goods Private 

12 101 to 500 Germany Management Consulting Private 

13 5001+ Germany  Automotive Private 

14 1001 to 5000 Austria 
Welding Technology / Charging Systems / 

Solar Energy 
Private 

 

Appendix 5: Questionnaires Summary of YES/NO Questions and Probability 
Question 
	  

Participant 

Have you 

heard about 
Smart 

Factories? 

Does your company 
possess the 

capabilities for the 

transformation into 
a Smart Factory? 

Do you have 

someone 

specifically 
appointed for the 

Digitalization 

process? 

Unique 
hardware & 

software 

for each 
company? 

Probability for 
completely 

automated 

production 
processes 

1 Yes Yes No No 25% 

2 Yes Yes No Yes 0% 

3 Yes No No No 75% 

4 Yes N.A. N.A. No 0% 

5 Yes Yes No No 50% 

6 Yes Yes Yes No 0% 

7 No No No No 0% 

8 Yes No No Yes 0% 

9 Yes No No Yes 75% 

10 Yes No No No 0% 

11 Yes No No Yes 0% 

12 Yes No Yes No 0% 

13 Yes Yes No No 50% 

14 Yes Yes Yes Yes 25% 
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Appendix 6: Received Questionnaires 
 

• Participant 1 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Lawrence De’Ath 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Consulting 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): United Kingdom 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: B-Eng, MSc, MBA 

Participant’s total work experience: 25 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Director 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 2 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
A connected factory combining best practice traditional manufacturing enginering and 

logistics with emering trends in sensors, monitoring, mass customisation etc 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Business model design, product design for mass customisation, process to fit, IT systems 

which model factory process, robust IT infrastructure 
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Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

I did a manufacturing technolgy degree in 1992 - and since then have worked to bring 

technology into manufacuturing by linking product design with manufacuturing design and 

supply chain.  Its the interconnections which are key.Holistic "systems thinking" 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
I have always used data and digital technologies to solve production / manufacutring/ 

development problems - but the impetus has rarely come from anyone above me..they all 

just love "gut feel". 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Usal problems of change, disenfranchisement, rejection of new ideas. Need for increasing 

knowledge skills will stretch many 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
The "millenial generation" will work well with it - so a good chance for them to progress. 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

no 

Why do you think so? 
Common standards at the low level are critical for compatability, interoperability etc. IP and 

differentiation should be targeted in the configuration layers. Few OEMs got rich inventing 

, for eg a machine control language or electrical bus standard...  
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How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
Human involvement is needed for low volume or highly ariable tasks. The world economy 

works on having some poorer nations than others ... who don't have all the lasted 

automation. 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
More knowledge based workers. Better meritocracy. Fewer leaders with no techology 

skills. Strucutres will be a little flatter.  

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Greater use of data  (I;ve been installing data systems for 20 yrs & only the brighest or the 

youngest have understood them - now its common currency) 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
Fewer – but non routine tasks and low volume tasks will remain. Also maintenance – it’s a 

little more complex, but still a blue collar task – there is no room for creativity and few 

decisions.      

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Maintenance. Tasking more like modern warehouses with electronic pick lists, computer 

instructed tasking. Hands on, fiddly, unique tasks - like putting unique items  in a box - little 

point in automating this & it provides a "eyes on" check of goods.  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
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In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
Need for longer term thinking ... automation is less flexibile than teams running around on 

command. Strategy based on more analysis and less guesswork - more reasoned 

judgement. Partly cos people who can handle metrics will be managers.  

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Risk managment in most businesses is appalling !  So having some will be the need. A 

few "IT downtime" disasters will help focus ! 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
Product analysis such as FMEA. Things like factory volume sensitivity analysis is still 

good.  Good practice IT is still OK .. but backups and Power USPs are still too rare 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
- 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 
The smart facotory, "lights off" factory, automation etc has been talked about for ages. 

Hands on skills are still needed. Robots remain good at routine ... This time the potential is 

seen as close to data & decisons rather than clever robot arms ...! 

 

 

• Participant 2 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: procon 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Management Consulting 
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Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Austria 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: MBA 

Participant’s total work experience: 20 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Director 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 6 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
Digitalization of all processes 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Process knowledge, IT-knowledge, business acumen 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

Yes: process knoweldge, business acumen 

Partly: IT-knowledge 

 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
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If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
it is the job of management to ensure utilization of modern IT-tools 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
too late; wrong investment decisions (too technically driven, instead of business)  

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
lower cost, higher flexibility and speed, more intelligent decision making  

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
Question 6 has not a yes/no answer: Yes unique software, where differntiated 

competencies are concerned; yes there should be standards also for technical exchange / 

interfaces etc. .  

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
Computers just do what they are programmed to; no IT-system is able to 100% accurately 

model the reality, therefore human "fuzzy" intelligence will be needed very long. 

Once, when computers will be able to think like humans, the compter system will be out of 

control of humans and will follow its specific (uncontrollable) system logic. It will be bad for 

humans.   

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
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focus on the business problems and their solution and on the interface "abnormalities";  

automation of all routine processes (also the smart routines!)  

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Manager without IT-understanding will fall out (most of the 50+ managers); else, 

management will become more important (it is not worldwide accepted yet, see 

worldmanagementsurvey.org)   

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
people who just want to repeat routine work will fall out, white and blue 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
they will solve the non-routine problems and the inevitable fuzzy situation that require 

human intelligence (i.e. a non anitcipated shortfall on material will shut down the computer, 

the human will close the production order and push "next")  

Important to know: people who have no experience in the shopfloor imagine that they 

could automate a high percentage of it; visit a factory and you see, only some routine work 

can be automated economically, the rest is left for humans: production start up, problem 

solving, interface connection, etc.  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
manager must take seriously the IT function and take real money to invest in it in terms of 

qualified people for processes and IT and for software  

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
ensure a serious focus on IT; because most businesses are seriously under invested and 

too little aware of the need to understand and manage IT as a tool for business (not IT 

firms, however, how many do we have in Europe)  
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What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
- 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
not a priority in terms of risk, besides the hacker threat, that is seriously understimated 

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
Engineers and sellers who promote IT and Industrie 4.0 should understand that  

1) priority is the business and not the technology 

2) computer systems are not intelligent and will not be able to "survive" a standard 

shopfloor, i.e. computers will not run the shopfloor, humans do 

3) therer is an enormous potential in utilizing technology to support business processes 

that deliver higher customer satisfaction, efficiency and innovations when applied by the 

right people 

4) the bottleneck today is mainly that managers do not understand IT and under invest in 

the teamwork (manager, process expert, IT specialist) and in technology 

 

for questions call me or write me: 

+43 676 720 9880; asattlberger@gmail.com  

Andreas Sattlberger  

   

• Participant 3 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Mayr-Melnhof Karton Gesellschaft m.b.H.  
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Manufacturing 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 
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Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Austria, but 

operating world-wide 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: Master and MBA Degree 

Participant’s total work experience: 15 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 4 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
In a smart factory, production moves from computer assisted control to intelligent factories 

where everything is interconnected. All devices, machines and material will be equipped 

with sensors and communications technology and connect to each other. Together with 

the central element, the human being, these systems are also known as cyber-physical 

systems (CPS) that are increasingly integrated into factory processes. 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Management and employee awareness on smart factories; interoperability and high 

interconnection of machines, material and employees; virtualization and simulation; strong 

use of sensor technologies. 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 
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A clear companywide definition of smart-factory and its advantages is missing, Some 

locations are constantly integrating machineries into the IT-environment, but still a clear 

and common understanding is missing. 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
- 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Industrial control systems (ICS) in industrial automation  are a vital part of smart factories. 

ICS encompasses several types of control systems, including supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA) systems, distributed control systems (DCS), and other smaller control 

system configurations such as programmable logic controllers (PLC). Many companies are 

increasingly dependent on ICS. They control, monitor and manage a company’s mission 

critical infrastructure. Such infrastructure may include those information technologies and 

communication networks, which, if destroyed or unavailable for an extended period, would 

have a significant impact on the safeness of human beings or on the economic wellbeing 

of a company. 

Most ICS were developed years ago with performance, reliability and safety requirements, 

but with no consideration of cyber security at all. Because production facilities and 

processes become more sophisticated and integrated and components are strongly 

interconnected and linked to the internet such systems become more complex and thus 

open to attacks.  

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

Shorter time to market, better utilization of resources, more flexibility and more quickly 

respond to customer requests, shorter maintenance outage. 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 
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no 

Why do you think so? 
I think there should be industry standards such as ISA/IEC-62443 (formerly ISA-99). By 

establishing common standards everybody has the same understanding of smart factories, 

this also supports a better interconnection between companies. 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
There are already some fully automated and digitized production processes, especially in 

the automotive sector. It is only a matter of time that other sectors will follow. 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
I think structures will become flatter. In future the right networking strategy will determine 

the success of a company. The focus will not solely lie on core competencies. Companies 

can quickly integrate missing competencies with a properly integrated network with third 

parties. 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
One main aspect will be the move from current acting activities to more supervising and 

controlling activities in the future. Although machines will control themselves, you will need 

people who manage, organize and control these machines. 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
I think in the future we will have more white-collar workers since manufacturing will be 

highly automated. There will be also highly specialized rare blue-collar worker to maintain 

this complex smart factory. 
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What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
The complexity of production, supplier and customer networks will grow enormously. 

Therefore, new skills require good analytical understanding. Future roles are becoming 

more demanding and require detailed specialized knowledge.  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
Shorter strategic life-cycle, quicker response to market needs, higher complexity in 

business processes 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
ERM needs to be highly integrated into every aspect of the business process. Because of 

its quick changing nature, also the ERM process needs to be flexible and highly adaptable. 

Sensor technologies will play a vital part in ERM. 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
The existing ERM systems might still be used. It is only the way how they are used in the 

future. Today often ERM is done on regular, mostly a yearly basis. That is definitely too 

long for smart factories. Therefore, current approachs need to be adapted to have a 

shorter risk managementlifecycle. 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
The integration of sensor technologies in ERM systems, moving from static to dynamic risk 

management approaches, simulation of the behavior of complex socio-technical systems. 

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
- 
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•  Participant 4 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: inIT, Institute Industrial IT at Hochschue Ostwestfalen-Lippe, Uiversity of Applied 

Science 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: public, non-proft 
Industry:  Research & Education 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Germany 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: Dipl.-Ing. (M.Sc.) Electrotechnics 

Participant’s total work experience: 22 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: research assistant 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 0,5 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
production batch size = 1 

changeover time = 0 

individual production sequence 

sustainability 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
standardized information exchange 
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Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
n.a. 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

- 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
- 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
security vulnarabilities 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

transparency 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
missing standards result into interface dilemma 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
everything has got strengths and weaknesses, there will be sectors in production where 

human strengths meet machine weakness. 
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3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
higher modularization 

higher specialization 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
higher collaboration 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
yes 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
innovation,  supervision, maintenance 

compose and transfer information, no routine 

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
identify and realize unique features 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
no idea 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
no idea 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
no idea 
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5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 

- 

 

• Participant 5 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Institut für industrielle Informationstechnik 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: governmental 
Industry:  Research & Development 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Germany 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: BSc. 

Participant’s total work experience: 5 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Research Assistant 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 1 year 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
self-organizing industrial production plant with interoperability between all parts without 

configuration/engineering 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
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money, drive for innovation, support by R&D 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

drive for innovation, partnerships with the industry, knowledge in domain of industrial 

communication systems 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
Yes 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
functionality for a normal production has to be given in order to be successful, new type of 

employees are needed with a different and more skilled know-how 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

would be the first one in our area und will function as a point of interest for the industry and 

other R&D departments 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
a well defined standardisation is required for future activities in the field of the industrial 

communication systems in order to lower the barriers between different vendors and/or 

components 
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How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
from my point of view human employees will always be required! 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
production will be in the focus and not longer the engineering or configuration of industrial 

production lines 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
new business models will arise in a form of services for e.g. monitoring, diagnosis or data 

algorithm processing 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
blue-collar workers as well, but in reduced numbers and no longer with a dirty job 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
new HMIs will arise in form of mobile applications for tablets or smartphones / the daily 

work will consist of mostly controlling and error handling which will be advised by the 

machines itsself 

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
- 
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In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
- 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
- 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
- 

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
- 

 

• Participant 6 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: SmartFactoryOWL - Hochschule OWL 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: governmental 
Industry:  industrial Communication and automation 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Germany 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: BSc. 

Participant’s total work experience: 6 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: scientific assistance 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 6 years 
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2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
A factory that assists humans in their dayly business 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
acceptance of new technologies 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

We develop in Technologies in the area of SmartFactory/SmartProduction 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
yes        If yes, Job Title: Scientific Assistant 

If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
We are doing reaserch in that area 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
To rebuild a complete plant might be expensive and is the technology already in a state to 

be used? 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

Asstinace of human, work gets easier,work gets shiftet to more complex tasks  

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

no 
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Why do you think so? 
for a SmartFactory it is essential to have a common standart to communicate to each 

module in a common way to have less engineering effort 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
in our point of view there will be no production without human. The machines will assist 

human in their work. 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
The work will be shiftet to different tasks. Standart tasks will be assisted and you do not 

need high educated people to do "easy" work 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Factorys will intercommunicate and manage their flow on their own. The control should 

stay in human responsibility 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
It depends, in our point of view you still need blue-collar-workers in some areas. 

Sometimes it is more efficient to use a worker using an asstitance system. For example in 

a very variating production line 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
In our point of view you will have all kind of education. The complexity of their tasks will 

change. 
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4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
It could be easier to communicate through the plant, processes will be more efficent, and 

workes could be used in a more efficent way. 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
not sure yet 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
unknown 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
Due to more and more networks cyberattacs have to be considered even more. 

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
- 

 

• Participant 7 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Note: I am not currently employed but have filled in related to last role. 
Name: BHP Billiton Nickel West 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Resources industry (Mining) 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): World wide but I 

worked in Western Australia 
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b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: I have associate diploma in mechanical engineering. I 

also have completed two university certificates and am currently studying bachelor degree 

in engineering Honors via long distance study. I also hold a Trade certificate as a Fitter 

Turner Machinist. 

Participant’s total work experience: 35 years, 14 years as trade the rest as engineering 

roles in tool design, production, quality and reliability. I have also managed maintenance 

and engineering teams 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Currently unemployed but was the Senior Reliability Engineer 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 9 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
no 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
My understanding of a Smart Factory is a place where something is manufactured and 

production systems interface flawlessly and have autonomy to adjust production rates and 

quality according to defined customer requirements. 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
It depends on what is being made. I have worked in the car industry and the mining 

industry and feel that these types of assets need different types of capabilities and 

resources. In the car industry there is a need for production engineering resource to get 

the best system that knows what problems are occurring on other places in the factory so 

that reaction time to problems is lessened. In the mining industry there is more 

requirement to have reliable plant if there is only one production stream, (no dual line). 

An organization in any case needs to be able to foresee problems in production equipment 

using the latest monitoring technology to assist production and maintenance teams in 

making rapid corrective decisions. The organization must have a operational context 
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written and adhered to no matter what. The assets need to have real time analytics 

available to achieve the context and so that deviations can be corrected. The resource 

required should be reliability engineers and production analysts working together in 

deciding what is the most important corrective action to be undertaken by production and 

maintenance teams to deliver the context. 

 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

I say no because the last industry I was in had the assets and resources elements 

required but frequency of change in the basic organizational structures (capabilities) 

reduced the effectiveness of all sub sets of a smart factory. Eg any new manager that 

arrived had to add a new flavor to the context and the directives were not congruent to the 

deliverables. 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
I have no knowledge of digitization of the mining industry other than to remotely operate 

production vehicles. I guess the next step would be to Automate this process. 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
I believe that the biggest risk will be in data protection and differing communication 

protocols between assets provided by different companies. 

Secondly a shift in human resource required to run a smart factory. The burden on  greater 

social structures may become too great to sustain smart factories as there will be less 

people required and therefore less money being circulated and hence the need for a smart 

factory, to produce something for sale, will out do itself. 
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What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

Lower running costs and higher profits for share holders. This may good for the 

organization but comes at a price of sacrificing workers.  

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
There should be a common software and hardware norms but there is a resounding 

reason why this will never happen. Current industry is bound up by different system 

communication protocols and redundancy of equipment. Over time this cause failures to 

produce because the last spare part has just failed and to get something going again 

means complete renewal of the system. Backward compatability is rarely a thought when 

selling a tech item. Look at the Play Station, it would be relatively simple to have a new 

platform be designed to accept old software but the Sony corporation does not do this. 

Why? They are in the business of selling software!  

Think now about CATAPILLAR and the system monitoring hardware installed on the 

mobile plant. OEM special software and hardware required to analyse CAT. Why? They 

are in the business of selling the service contracts.   

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
There will always be a need for humans because there is no way to eliminate wear of 

machinery components. Human intervention is required to replace worn items. 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
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I am hoping that moving toward a Smart Factory there will be greater emphasis on 

collaboration at all levels. 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
there will be more requirement for businesses to adjust to customer demand at all levels. 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
White will become the new Blue! 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Tech savvy. Reliability focused. Is a few thoughts I have. These people will have to look at 

condition monitoring systems to identify components that need replacement and using 

knowledge of the type of system will schedule replacement at the optimum timeframe. 

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
The focus will switch from labor to technology to carry out tasks. 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
I think that businesses must designate simple systems in the design of a production line so 

that compatibility is universal. The lifecycle cost of the systems/components need to be 

assessed so that these match expected operational context. If there is a requirement to 

change context then reassessment needs to occur. 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
The systems currently used can be adapted to control arising risks. 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
I do not know if the social impact has been thought through. Todays solution is often 

tomorrows problem. I read somewhere that hypertext protocol was a solution written 
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hastily to fix a problem but has left the world with a legacy tied to this protocol for network 

communications. I cannot recall the details much past this but it struck a chord with me. 

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
- 

 

• Participant 8 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Peter Gardner 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Manufacturing Automotive Components 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Asia Pacific (my 

office is in Australia) 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: University degree in Mechanical Engineering 

Participant’s total work experience: 43 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Asia Pacific Manufacturing Engineering Director 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 2 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 
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What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
Maximising the use of equipment and process data with feedback loops for continuous 

improvement 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Needs a champion to drive the implementation through the shop floor management and 

supervision who must take ultimate responsibility 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

Senior management awareness, shop floor management awareness, technical skills to 

create & process the data acquisition and feedback systems 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
We are not ready. The benefits need to be quantified Vs the implementation costs 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Identifying, quantifying and reducing the risks  

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

Improved equipment utilization (OEE), improved process capability (Cpk), Improved labour 

utilisation 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 
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Standardisation within multi plant organizations will be critical. Standardisation across 

industries is unrealistic. Some global interface standards would be useful 

Why do you think so? 
Keep the implementation costs lower 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
“Lights-out” operations will be cost prohibitive for most industries. The returns on 

investment will not be acceptable 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
Much more reliance on technical/engineering skills 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Much more reliance on technical/engineering skills 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
Blue (+increasing Grey) collar workers will continue. The numbers will change – less blue 

and more hands-on technical workers to keep everything operational at peak efficiency 

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Their main activities will be TPM related. (Total Productive Manufacturing – observing, 

quality exceptions, basic routine maintenance, 5S) 

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
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In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
Manufacturing costs should be reduced, especially in sites with high labour costs. 

Implementation in plants with low labour costs such as in Asia will not provide attractive 

financial returns in the near future.   

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Much greater effort will be needed to identify and quantify the risks in advance and 

mitigation actions implemented ahead of problems occuring 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
FMEA (Failure Mode Effects Analysis) can still be used but with must more rigor and 

greater management visibility 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
Response time to system failures will need to be increased significantly. 

Study existing Lights-Out” operations to fully understand the “real world” issues 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 

- 

 

• Participant 9 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Opulent Capital Management (M) Sdn Bhd 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Business Management & Consultant 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Malaysia 
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b. Participant: 
Gender: female 
Participant’s educational profile: PostGraduate 

Participant’s total work experience: 18 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Director 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 4 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
I would envisioned a smart factory would be  a fully automated production with artificial 

intelligence being embedded  to run a normal operational factory. All programmable by 

human, which does not eliminate the need the of human intervention but rather operated 

by a small group of people be it on site or remotely.  

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Not only it would need a fully customised system with integrated instrumentation controls 

and programs, the small group of people would need to be highly trained to handle such 

vast pressure of achieving zero error, zero accidents or minimum fatality and damages.   

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

I may not be a factory or within the relevant industry, I would say that the companies here 

may need both the programmable smart machineries and highly trained engineers.  

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
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If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
Yes, the company is currently building up a company that would be contract manufacture 

smart energy system that would change the way you envision power generation should 

be.  I would need a small group of capable people that are eager, motivated and skilled 

enough to be trained.   

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Specifically to organisational risks, I would say that our risk register would concentrated 

into the process and system where it has to be minimal or almost no downtime. In term of 

human resources, it would not be able to offer adequate employment as the factory does 

not required large number of people. Although demands would push the production lines 

to continue, but the company may face intervention from NGOs and the Government.  

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

The realization of smart factories would spur the growth of innocation where more and 

more feedback on the perfection of tools, machineries and programmbes boards would be 

introduced. The use of robotics, remote access intervention might reduce fatality rate or 

incidents involving humans in factories. Giving way to high efficiency, effectiveness and 

capability to perform better and bigger scale with the most profit.    

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
Any enterprise, be it traditional or smart factories, innovation had to have a place where it 

would be tested, modified, improve, upgrade and optimise accordingly. When the proof of 

concept is well underway, the experience of runtime, like a pilot with its thousand of flying 

hours, that is exactly what smart factories would need to have. the more data it gives, the 

more innovation you'll see . By then industries at large would have either close down, sold 

their business or consilidate with each other and integrate, or opt to transform into a smart 

factory no matter how small. Good things sometimes come in small packages. Smart 
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factory may or may not be big, but sizable to utilise and maximise an existing factories 

spaces.  

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
No matter how sophisticated such smart machines, it would still need at a few human 

intervention. Logically thinking, if a machine is switched off, you just need one man 

/woman to press a switch, be it on site or remotely. However, it you have a robot that are 

programmed to do just that, I would say yes, it may comes a time (I may not be alive then) 

that there is no human intervention in factories.  

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
Organiasation would become leaner, less emotional stress are it requires very little people 

to run. It would also have more people working remotely instead. Phyiscial presents would 

become a thing of the past and meetings are done outside the perimeters of the factories. 

Core competencies would be much more focus and leaner too .  

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Everything is within your finger tips. Managerment would be having meetings via 

conference calls, any approvals, closing of deals and orders would be instantly routed to 

the AI for processing and production up to the delivery. Whoever is the fastest in filling up 

orders usually win.  

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
One thing for sure, blue-collar workers would be non-existance, replaced by more of white 

collar but in a small group of highly trained people. The blue collar either have the 

opportunity to upgrade and they would have to leave.  
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What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Their roles would be to ensure the schedule for that day and week are in order. Some may 

be approved remotely and everyone would get the memo of the new orders, or supply or 

deliveries. Possibilities are endless. A lean organisation where eveyone knows everybody.  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
It would present an opportunity for them to be much more of risk takers and invest in 

assets that may cost more than what the traditional factories have. The focus would be 

more of weighting the opportunity vs risks. It may also present an opportunity to see how 

deicsion making process would change too.    

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Other than smart planning and using common sense where it's needed, I would say the 

controls are mostly the same, however the likelihood and impact may be different. 

Controls such as processes, people are beyond what shart facotries can do. The best way 

would be to ensure the cost of risk are provided for and assets are insured accordingly.  
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
@Risk 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
I have no idea …yet.  

 
5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 

please provide them here: 
- 
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• Participant 10 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Ashok 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: governmental 
Industry:  OIL & GAS 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): - 
 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: M Tech 

Participant’s total work experience: 34 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: General Manager 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 4 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
In my understanding smart factory shall blend the man and machine seamlessly to have 

the highest efficiency and minimum defects  

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Capability to digitize most of the processes and blending human  intervention wherever it’s 

a must or economic.  

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
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no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

- 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
- 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
The man could be slow in reacting but reactive to unknowns but smart factory shall have 

this limitation. 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 

All wastages …Time, Defects could be eliminated 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

In order to have low capital for such smart factories common standard and sharing of 

possible software hardware is a must.  

Why do you think so? 
Cost 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
In near future say 5 years may not be possible to have it at large scale 
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3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
The resources needed for supervision shall not be required at all however key focus shall 

shift on logistics of input and supply and marketing 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
It shall be more complex  

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
Blue colour workers (at shop floor)  may not be there  

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
It depends at the level of digitization /smartness one could visualize customers directly 

placing orders and smart factory doing the rest once all requisite facilitation is available in 

system.  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
The focus shall shift from risk due to non compliance to develop risk free processes. 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Smart factories shall address mostly operational risk issue but other risk like strategy , 

financial , non commercial shall still require Risk Management focus. 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
All except compliances in factory. 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
RISKS IN SMART FACTORY DESIGN 
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5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 

Being new to risk management my ideas may be moderated at your end. 

 

• Participant 11 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Philip 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Consumer Goods 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): China 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: Bachelor 

Participant’s total work experience: 14 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Gift Quality manager 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 8 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
All decisions can be driven by data, all data can be recoreded and transmitted 

automatically, and all machineries can be interactive automatically.    

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
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Hardware: Integrated information platform,RFID system, Inteligente robot  

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

All elements 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
Group buy comsumed products from china, not produce it direclty by itself. So, have not 

too big intention to invest resource to help these factories. Even the group own facility to 

produce consumed products, I also do not think they have the intention to make the 

factory smart since this investment of "smart production" is very expensive and in theory it 

maybe should be  introduced into sectors like auto, electronics and so on firslty. 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
You can imagine it will has many "deviced or equipment or machinery" are connected 

together by cyperphysical system. However, how about its safety? If some hacker use it to 

do some bad thing, what is the consequence? Huge. 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
If you can realize smart production way, and you will have the bigger possibility to stay at 

top in your sector to enjoy a good return on investment. 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 
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Why do you think so? 
We still stay at the early stage of "smart factory", and we should encourage the each 

enterprise to try different way to realize the "smart production". If government invove too 

early, it maybe will "kill" new idea. However, it does not mean government can not do 

anything, and government can do some basic researchs and provide good policy to 

support each enterprise to try freely.  

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
Actually, my answer is: 

Technically, yes. 

Ethically, no.  

Thanks to the closed loop of "production, consumption", we  became inteligenct human 

being from monkey. If we only consume not produce, we maybe become monkey from 

human being. It is the biggest risk we need consider…  

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
Quite big, since many  decisions are done by data not by people anymore. Some positions 

maybe will disapear, and some positions maybe will occur and even become very 

important(for example, the maintainance team of information system and inteligenct 

equipments). 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Quite big, since many  decisions are done by data not by people anymore.  

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
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It could be. One kind situation is white-collar will replace blue-collar and other kind 

situaiton is blue-colloar evolve to white-collar by given enough training courses.  

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
People's main funciton many foucs on below 2 areas: 

Software: programm or system's bug 

Hardware: robot or equipment's realibility  

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
To improve/upgrade its information system and automation level 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Along with the information system and automation, the risk of hacker is becoming bigger 

and bigger. 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
No idea 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
Along with more and more robots are used into factory, human being become minority and 

sometime maybe feel very lonely.. And, research organisation need consider something 

for this possible impact to workers. 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 
- 
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• Participant 12 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Global Risk Consultants 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Management Consulting 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Germany 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: Dipl.-Ing. (FH) 

Participant’s total work experience: 13 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: District Manager 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 6 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
Strong involvement of robots, intelligent use of e.g. electricity, etc, interaction between 

humans and machines.  

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Very good planning, a sound maintenance concept (preventive, predictive, break-down, 

etc.) including a good controlling & supervision of contractors (means: if you source 

everything out, you are at the mercy of the contractor)  
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Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
no 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

No, does not apply, as we are a management consultancy company. We produce reports 

which have to be written by humans.  

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
yes        If yes, Job Title: CIO 

If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
yes, further developing and fine tuning of internal processes 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
trusting computers and numbers, no reality/plausibility check any more (GIGO - garbage 

in, garbage out) 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
improved use of resources, probably improved revenue after the implementation phase, 

maybe cheaper products  

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

no 

Why do you think so? 
Having standardized software, hardware, has the advantage, that a lot of employees can 

use them. Which in turn reduces complexity (in theory). On the other hand: if everyone 

uses for example Windows, the risk of being hacked, etc. is significantly higher.   

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
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 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
Having AI systems available requires a lot or CPU power. Further, someone needs to 

maintain the systems. If I just think at the windows environment with regular crashes (not: 

plug & play; rather: fuck & pay) the cost of running a fully automated production process 

without any supervision is highly unlikely. Designing an absolutely fail-safe production 

process may be technically doable, but is probably very very expensive.  

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
Companies: Existing production processes will be implemented in order to save money. 

But there is always a cost-benefit threshold, so not all processes will be "modernized" as 

manual labor may be cheaper in the long run. Recent studies predict that robots will 

reduce German workers by ca. 50% in the next 10 years. 

Employees: Unqualified labor will have a very hard time to find a job. On the other hand 

qualified labor will have new employment possibilities and options.  

Government: If the government continues with its current politics, companies will probably 

invest more into machines and robots instead of manpower.  

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
Products may become cheaper and therefore affordable to a larger customer base. 

Businesses will still require planning, design, testing, etc. so there will be probably a shift 

away from production but rather more into planning, designing, recycling, etc.  

Production may be adjusted to the "electricity generation". If there is no wind for example 

for wind turbines, production may need to stop. On the other hand production may be at 

full speed if the smart grid says: ok, now we have enough electricity. Energy may be 

therefore an important factor.   

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
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Blue-collars will be always available in factories, but their number will probably decrease 

and they will be very specialized.   

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Unqualified labor will probably become and remain unemployed. They need to be able to 

operate computers, in order to maintain the production machinery. They need to be able to 

draw conclusions from the numbers. There will be a change from physical labor more 

towards mental labor.   

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
Suppliers need to be reliable, delivering JIT, as product output may increase (economy of 

scale). 

Risks can be: vulnerability of computer networks, internal sabotage (e.g. due to reduction 

of workforce), natural hazards, fires (more value per square meter results in higher 

losses),   

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Companies need to have a robust change management, all aspects should be analyzed 

prior to implementing the change (here: the smart factory). 

Having an independent consultant such as www.globalriskconsultants.com can 

significantly help in assessing the risks arising from: fires & explosions, natural hazards 

(such as flood, earthquakes, etc.), business interruptions (supplier audits, 

interdependencies within a group, etc.), etc.   

What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
Having a software based ERM system is good. But nothing can beat common sense.  

It looks like that the big payers such as SAP are becoming larger and larger - hard to 

predict if this will continue or not.   
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According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 

- 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 
- 

 

• Participant 13 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: BMW 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Automotive 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Germany 

 

b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: Engineer 

Participant’s total work experience: 3 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Technology Developer 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 3 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
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high connectivity, intelligence of production and product, Big Data, Cyber Physical System, 

not necessarily full automation, intelligent support of workers 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
IT-Knowhow especially in termins of safety/IT-security, dealing & processing of big data 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

BMW is a huge company, if they don't possess it now, they can buy the knowhow 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
no        If yes, Job Title: - 
If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
maybe, BMW is a huge company. There is no such position in my direct environment (e-

Mobility) 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Safety 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
handle high complexity, face demographic change, mass customization (being able to 

produce individual products by the cost of a regular mass production), offer transparency 

and increase customer loyalty (e.g. CRM) 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
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synergy effects, companies in germany need to work together as one economy to keep 

and enhance their position in terms of technical knowhow and reputation and don't fall 

back behind China etc. 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
their will always be the need for manual work because of quality/ experience/cost, not 

every production step can be automated or should be automated. 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
the main change will concern the Information Technology parts of the company, as new/ 

different knowhow is needed, in general the change is already ongoing, new production 

lines are already highly modernized and "compatible for smart factory".   

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
- 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
-  

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
- 
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4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
- 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
- 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
- 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
- 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 
- 

 

• Participant 14 

1. General Questions (are required to get as valid, reliable and unbiased results as 

possible) 

a. Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization:  
Name: Fronius International GmbH 
Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization status: private 
Industry:  Welding Technology / Charging Systems / Solar Energy 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization size:  0-10;  11-50;  51-100; 

 101-500;  501-1000;  1001-5000;  5001+ 

Company/ Institution/ Association/ Organization location (country): Austria 

(Headquarter) + more than 20 subsidiaries all over the world 
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b. Participant: 
Gender: male 
Participant’s educational profile: University 

Participant’s total work experience: 6 years 

Participant’s current position within the Company/ Institution/ Association/ 
Organization: Supplier Risk Manager 
Participant’s work experience in the current position: 5 years 

 

2. Questions on the subject Smart Factories 
Have you heard about the concept of a “Smart Factory”? 
yes 

What do you understand by the concept of a Smart Factory? / How do you envision 
a Smart Factory?  
Smart Factory could be a highly integrated part within a worldwide network (customer, 

supplier, factories, employees) - no single location - digital production - virtual factories + 

sub contractors 

What organizational capabilities/ assets/ resources do you think are key factors for 
the realization of a Smart Factory?   
Flexible working places, Individual programms for each person involved in that smart 

network (trainings, jobs, projects, tasks etc.), Flexible manufacturing done worldwide close 

to customers place - no centralized manufacturing locations 

Do you think your company possesses the capabilities/ assets/ resources to 
transform into a Smart Factory? 
yes 

If yes, what are these capabilities/ assets/ resources? If no, which capabilities/ assets/ 

resources do you think your company is missing? 

General thinking within the company towards digital future and Smart Factory 

Do you have someone in your company who is especially appointed for the 
Digitalization process of your production lines? 
yes        If yes, Job Title: Management - process together with employees 

If yes, what are his tasks? If no, why not? Is your company going/ planning to appoint 

someone in the future? 
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Setting up general process (idea collection, workshop etc.) 

What organizational risks do you think will arise through the realization of Smart 
Factories? 
Leadership roles of single persons, Organizational chart, Old school thinking and comfort 

zone 

What organizational benefits will be generated by the successful realization of 
Smart Factories? 
Intercultural connection, Close customer contact, New business models, flexible working 

times, flexible production processes 

Do you think each enterprise should have unique software, hardware and norms for 
its machines, devices, computer networks, etc.? Or should industries, business 
associations and the government try to achieve common standards together? 

yes 

Why do you think so? 
Needs towards digital world and smart factories are too varying in order to set up a general 

standard 

How likely or unlikely is it that we will have fully automated and digitalized 
production processes in the future? (Robots and machines with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 

will handle everything; NO involvement of human workers will be needed at all) 
 very unlikely (0%);  unlikely (25%);  moderate (50%);  likely (75%); 

 very likely (100%) 

Why do you think so? 
Failure rates, General understanding of human beings within a world of giving perspectivs 

to people, Solutions for being more flexible with workforce instead of robotics 

 

3. Questions on the subject Organization Change 
How do you think Smart Factories will alter current organizations’ structures & core 
competencies? 
Less department thinking, more interactive roles, Core competencies build together with 

partners (supplier, customer, other departments etc.) 

How do you think Smart Factories will alter the way we manage, organize and 
control our businesses?  
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Moving into self controlled business roles 

How do you think Smart Factories will affect the relation of blue- and white-collar 
workers? Do you think there will be blue-collar workers at all in Smart Factories? 
Mix up - no determination  

What could be the “new” role for the remaining (if we will have any, at all) human 
workers in Smart Factories? What skills will they need? What daily routines do you 
think they might do and how will they execute them?  
Planning, Supervising, Controling, Navigation of production processes 

 

4. Questions on the subject Enterprise Risk Management 
In your opinion, what will be possible effects for enterprises’ strategic focus 
through Smart Factories? 
Mixing up ideas and strategies with ones of different branches, competitors or companies. 

In your opinion, to control the arising risks through Smart Factories and the 
subsequent organizational changes, what alterations should/ need businesses to 
apply to their Enterprise Risk Management?  
Resilince will be the new Risk Management 
What existing Enterprise Risk Management systems might still be used? 
KPIs 

According to your experiences, what topics should be addressed by future research 
on Enterprise Risk Management in relation to Smart Factories? 
Resilience 

 

5. If you have any additional comments, opinions, advices, ideas, etc., 
please provide them here: 
- 
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